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PRINCIPAL’S WELCOME
Head of Dalrymple House and senior Biology
teacher. Kara lives on in our memories and her
legacy of compassion, humor, creativity and
intellect will be felt for a long time. She was a
beautiful human being and we miss her.
So many wonderful achievements have occurred
this year. Our students continue to perform
admirably on local, regional, state and national
stages. From a Mathematics State Prize winner
in Year 4, to Gold Duke of Edinburgh awards in
Year 12, we celebrate the many achievements
of our students who encapsulate the famed
“TAS Spirit”.

Welcome to Trinitas for 2019. In the following
pages you will see a snapshot of this remarkable
school community. The word “community” is
fundamental to a successful school, and the
positive relationships between our students,
staff, families and friends are what makes Trinity
Anglican School truly special.
Our 2018 Year 12 graduates again achieved
truly stellar results. Whilst each year the Year 12
cohort has their own “DNA” and the number of
OP1s doesn’t define a cohort’s success, it was
still a wonderful achievement for 5 of our students
to be awarded an OP1. More importantly are
the many students who achieved OPs higher
than they had predicted. It is amazing what a
supportive community, with aligned values and
goals, can achieve.
In 2019 we spent time reflecting and reviewing
what the “Anglican” in Trinity Anglican School
really means. This led to the development and
release of our Anglican Ethos paper, available
on the school website. The paper outlines the
3 pillars that all Anglican schools are built upon,
the culture statements that outline who we are
and explanations of the Christian values on
which our school culture is based. It is a powerful
document and I recommend it to you.
Sadly, we lost a much loved member of staff in
Term 1, Ms Kara Pylypuik, mother of Arawyn,
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2019 saw the reintroduction of the Parent and
Friends TAS Gala Ball. And what an amazing
night it was! My thanks in particular to the Parents
and Friends committee for their hard work and
commitment to resurrect this wonderful event in
the life of the school. Thank you to all those in
our community who attended and supported the
Ball.
Prior to that, STEM Week was a great success
with many activities and visiting experts. The
stargazing evening was very popular, the rockets
at KBJ campus were awesome and the drone
sessions were great fun, just to name a few.
TAS TV has been a highlight of the year, with
students planning, writing, presenting, filming,
editing and producing each episode under the
tutelage of industry expert, Daniel Pycroft, Studio
Productions. For the first time TAS sent teams
down to Brisbane to compete at the DaVinci
Decathlon, competing against the top schools in
Queensland, and they promptly went and won
one of the eight competition categories!
The TAS Football program went through a review
at the end of 2018 and, in partnership with Jamie
Gosling Football Academy, we have seen a rapid
growth in player numbers and improvement in
skills and teamwork.
Preliminary work on the KBJ undercover area is
about to commence and we are looking forward
to a terrific covered student space for our
northern beaches students in 2020.

TAS

PRINCIPAL’S WELCOME
Student well-being is foremost and TAS
continues to grow and develop our student wellbeing framework with our Counsellor available
three days a week and the appointment of our
Chaplain, Mr Patrick Williams. Mr Terry Reid is
a member of the Anglican Schools Commission
Cyber Safety Network and is able to keep staff,
students and families updated on the latest
issues regarding the safe use of digital devices.
We farewelled a number of much-loved staff in
2019 – Ms Georgia Wilson, Ms Helen Yeats,
Mr Phil Wyatt, Mr Ben Featherby, Mrs Erica
George, Mrs Di Daniels, Mrs Liz Whitehead,
Mrs Joy Dinsey, Ms Helen Thompson, Ms Vani
Woods and Ms Sue Wicks. All have contributed
in a variety of ways to make TAS the school it
is. Sadly we mourned the passing of Ms Maude
Way, sister of Bishop George Tung Yep, great
aunt to Stephanie and Thomas and a true longtime friend of the school.
The school is reaching somewhat of a crossroad
in its history. The Board of Directors and the
leadership team have been working hard on a
business plan to position TAS for success over
the next 10 years and beyond. The new business
plan will be announced in 2020 and I am very
excited about our future.

I would like to thank our parents. Investing
in a TAS education is a significant financial
commitment. Our parents understand the
importance of the right education for their child,
a culture that celebrates and supports the effort
and achievement of all students. We are an
independent, coeducational Anglican school
based on Christian values and our families align
with our core beliefs. I see and hear of the results
and successes of a TAS education from many
sources, in particular the remarkable stories of
our graduates. I look forward to the next chapter
in this compelling narrative from the class of ’19.
I would like to thank our community for their
warmth, support, collegiality and good cheer.
Thank you, in particular, to Mrs Margaret
Kennedy, Mrs Kathy Romano and Mr Glen
Macpherson for their work in ensuring our school
runs smoothly, as well as my colleagues on the
senior leadership team and staff. My thanks to
Sue Crocker and the hard-working Parents and
Friends Association, as well as the wonderful
members of our Parent Community Groups
for their significant contribution to school life.
Thanks to our supportive new Anglican Bishop
of North Queensland, The Right Reverend Dr
Keith Joseph, and to Mr Jason Fowler and the
School Board of Directors for their continued
support and encouragement.

Mr Paul Sjogren
Principal
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STUDENT LEADERS 2019
STUDENT LEADERSHIP TEAM
WHITE ROCK SENIOR CAPTAINS
School Captains:
Ky Rankin and
Fauve Salleras
Academic Captains:
Kaelan Leszczewicz and
Fauve Salleras
Chapel Captain:
Maria Wells
Arts Captains:
Alexander Swanston and Sarah Wonnacott
Round Square Captains:
Maxwell Wartoto and
Gabrielle d’Hotman de Villiers

Samuel Bryceson and Angela Xiang
Charlie Barker-Ré and Joanna Chen
Melody Grace and Nyla Rezia Harris
Tegan Crocker and Matilda Hancock

Holly Mood and Ethan Turnbull
Seth O’Connor and Alice Smith

Sports Captains:
Flynn Martin

Carleena Robati and Jack O’Neill

Transition Captains:
Austin Walsh, GiaAn NguyenQuach and
Matthew Smart

Harnoor Gill and Alyssa Atfield

HOUSE CAPTAINS
Dalrymple
Captain: Ky Rankin

Jonah Matthews and Beatrice Harris

Kennedy
Captains: Jason Nguyen and
Stella Dziov
Vice Captain: Layna Stapleton

Neave David Stern and Roisin Liston

Leichhardt
Captains: Joel Sutherland and
Ariana Stones

Sherri Albrecht and Alfie Ward

Mulligan
Captains: Alexander Swanston and
Sarah Wonnacott

Luke Berther and Sara Shimizu

Young Round Square Captains:
Antonije Dimitrijevic and Ruby Fritzsch

Jay Curtis and Grace Northews

Sebastian Grillo and Beatrice Harris
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
JUNIOR SCHOOL AWARDS
Year 5 (KBJ)
5C Excellence: Poppy Loveridge
5C Academic Endeavour: Felicity Pyne
5C Citizenship: James Pereira
Year 5 (WRJ)
5G Excellence: Shivansh Pandey
5G Academic Endeavour: John Phan
5G Citizenship: Khyati Shrivastava
5S Excellence: Liam O’Shea
5S Academic Endeavour: Alana Hill
5S Citizenship: Lucy Whipp
Year 6 (KBJ)
6L Excellence: Neave David Stern
6L Academic Endeavour: Ava Herbert
6L Citizenship: Jonah Matthews
6W Academic Endeavour: Hugo Loveridge
6W Citizenship: Raphael Springell
6W Excellence: Carla Wright
Year 6 (WRJ)
6B Excellence: Caitlyn Mock
6B Academic Endeavour: Joanna Chen
6B Citizenship: Samuel Bryceson
6R Excellence: Angela Xiang
6R Academic Endeavour: Alyssa Atfield
6R Citizenship: Nyla Rezia Harris

The Annual Archbishop’s Award for
Character and Achievement:
Angela Xiang (WRJ),
Ruby Colbridge (KBJ)
Young Round Square Gold Awards:
Ruby Colbridge (KBJ)
Tegan Crocker (WRJ)
Antonije Dimitrijevic (KBJ)
Ruby Fritzsch (KBJ)
Hugo Loveridge (KBJ)
Raphael Springell (KBJ)
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
SENIOR SCHOOL AWARDS
Year 7

Year 11

The Schilling Family Award for Excellence:
Georgia Clague
Excellence:
Paloma Collins-Steele, Patrick Hope, Giselle
Michalouych
Academic Endeavour:
Matthew Elliott-Darlow, Brooke Marshall, Junyi Song,
Mackenzie Stevens
Citizenship:
Liam Barnett, Carissa Pyne, Ulas Ucar, Kerensa Wood

Ancient History: Ashleigh Begg
Geography: Ashleigh Begg
Japanese: Emiko Binst
The Bill and Diane Cadell Award for Music:
Chloe Boothby
The Cairns Business College Award for Business:
Rebecca Evans
The MacDonnells Law Award for Legal Studies:
Rebecca Evans
The Cairns Business College Award for
Best All Round Business Studies Student:
Rebecca Evans
The Celia Fry OAM Award for Food and Nutrition:
Abby Fowler
Physical Education: Abby Fowler
The Cr Cathy Zeiger, Division 3 Cairns Regional
Council,Award for Citizenship: Xander Gonzaga
Design: Xander Gonzaga
The Sam King Award for Chemistry:
Alexandra Hope
The Dr Barbara Howard Award for Physics:
Alexandra Hope
The Kara Pylypiuk Memorial Award for Biological
Science: Alexandra Hope
The Dr Kate Smith Award for Mathematical
Methods: Alexandra Hope
The Dr Kate Smith Award for Specialist
Mathematics: Alexandra Hope
The Salter Family Award for Engineering:
Victor Huang
Digital Solutions: Zhirong (Leo) Lin
Drama: Luke London
The Naomi Wilson Award for Modern History:
Luke London
General Mathematics: Nixie Loukas
Philosophy and Reason: Nixie Loukas
The Hon. Warren Entsch MP, Federal Member for
Leichhardt, Award for Citizenship: Harry McLean
Citizenship: India Rowbottom
The Diocese of North Queensland Award for
Christian and Values Education (CAVE): Paul Tatel
Marine Science: Jasmine Trezise
Visual Art: Manna Tsuchiya
Citizenship: Thomas Tung-Yep
The Hulton King Award for English: Thaine Wood
The Peters Bosel Lawyers Award for Literature:
Thaine Wood
Citizenship: Thaine Wood

DUX OF YEAR 7:

FRANCES GALE

Year 8
The Schilling Family Award for Excellence:
Rose Belson
Excellence:
Daisy Colbridge, Myuri Gopalapillai, Brandon Spuler
Academic Endeavour:
Elangi Cuttance, Samantha Johnson, Yuri O’Halloran,
Rebecca Robinson
Citizenship:
Robin Grace, Hayley Graham, Jasmine Harpley

DUX OF YEAR 8:

AMBER ROBINSON

Year 9
The Schilling Family Award for Excellence:
Holly Brislan
Excellence:
La Bella Carolan, Grace Matthews, Callum Wenck
Academic Endeavour:
Ava Biram, Amy Statton, Aurelia Wood
The Award for Environmental Awareness and
Citizenship (donated anonymously):
Andrew Maccoll
Citizenship:
Olivia McLean, Karanjit Singh

DUX OF YEAR 9:
ISAAC BURTON and
			MAYA SHEPHERD

Year 10
The Schilling Family Award for Excellence:
Shanid Aslam
Excellence:
Tenielle Massey, Tegan Wells
Academic Endeavour:
Brendan Leong, Tahlia Middleton, Stephanie Tung-Yep
Citizenship:
Charlotte Middleton, Mohak Sengupta, Faith Tippet

DUX OF YEAR 10:
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MURRAY COLBRIDGE

DUX OF YEAR 11: ALEXANDRA HOPE

TAS

ACADEMIC AWARDS
SENIOR SCHOOL AWARDS
Year 12
The Dr Kate Smith Award for Mathematics B:
Navin Adikari Mudiyanselage
The Dr Sharon Greenwood Award for Chemistry:
Navin Adikari Mudiyanselage
The Dr Kate Smith Award for Mathematics C:
Navin Adikari Mudiyanselage
The Dr Deon Malone Award for Physics:
Navin Adikari Mudiyanselage
The Dr Kate Smith Award for Best All Round STEM
Student: Navin Adikari Mudiyanselage
Japanese: Navin Adikari Mudiyanselage
The Faye Kenny Memorial Award for Drama:
Gabrielle d’Hotman de Villiers
The McPherson Family Award for Biological
Science: Gabrielle d’Hotman de Villiers
The Peters Bosel Lawyers Award for Legal
Studies: Stella Dziov
The Kochi Family Award for English: Stella Dziov
The Brilliant Technologies Award for Technology
Studies: Kaelan Leszczewicz
Physical Education: Flynn Martin
Best All Round Business Studies Student:
GiaAn NguyenQuach
The Cairns Business College Award for Business
Management: Ky Rankin
The Hon. Curtis Pitt, State Member for Mulgrave,
Award for Citizenship: Ky Rankin
The Diocese of North Queensland Award for
Christian and Values Education (CAVE):
Caleb Robati
The Cairns Language Centre Award for Most
Improved ESL Student of the Year: Richard Robati
Ancient History: Finn Russell
Modern History: Fauve Salleras
The Craig Crawford, State Member for Barron River,
Award for Citizenship: Matthew Smart
The Michael Healy, State Member for Cairns, Award
for Citizenship: Ariana Stones
The P and M King Award for Citizenship:
Joel Sutherland
The Findex Award for Accounting: Austin Walsh
Citizenship: Maxwell Wartoto
Mathematics A: Imogen Weatherstone
The Bill and Diane Cadell Award for Music:
Sarah Wonnacott
Geography: Sarah Wonnacott
Citizenship: Sarah Wonnacott
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The ADF Long Tan Leadership and Teamwork
Award:
Kaelan Leszczewicz, Tenielle Massey
The Round Square Award:
India Rowbottom
University of Queensland Achievement Award:
Fauve Salleras
Most Improved Senior Student for 2019:
Sarah Wonnacott
Caltex Best All Rounder:
Joel Sutherland

DUX OF THE SCHOOL
NAVIN ADIKARI MUDIYANSELAGE

SPIRIT OF TAS AWARDS
Senior: Sarah Wonnacott
Kewarra Beach Junior: Hugo Loveridge
White Rock Junior: Joanna Chen

SPORTSPERSON OF THE YEAR AWARDS
Year 11 / Year 12 Girl: Abby Fowler
Year 11 / Year 12 Boy: Flynn Martin
Year 7 to Year 10 Girl: Daisy Colbridge
Year 7 to Year 10 Boy: Murray Colbridge
Junior School Girl: Alana Hill
Junior School Boy: Archie Reid

HOUSE TROPHIES
Senior School: Leichhardt House
Junior School: Kennedy House
Senior Academic Cup: Dalrymple House
Senior Dragonheart Trophy: Mulligan House
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TRINITY DAY
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REMEMBERING KARA
This year, the TAS Community mourned the
passing of Ms Kara Pylypiuk - our beloved Miss
P. She was such a large part of the TAS family
which she joined in September 2005 after a
stint on Thursday Island teaching Biology.
In 2017 Kara was appointed Head of Dalrymple
House and has left a lasting legacy there,
where the House is “United through Spirit”.
Kara regaled us with her amazing stories from
the Zodiacs she piloted around Vancouver
Island sharing her passion for the Orcas and
marine life there. She knew them by name and
many of us learned to recognise them as well
through her stories and photographs.
Kara organised a number of Ski Trips to the
South Island of New Zealand where she shared
her passion for skiing with those of us lucky to
be involved. She loved telling stories about the
Lord of the Rings Trilogy and the Hobbit and
students enjoyed learning about where certain
parts of these movies were filmed.
It was with great sadness that we paid our
respects to her at a memorial service in our
Bishop Centre in February 2019.

TAS students honoured her with prayers and
readings, and past students shared their stories
of the massive impact she had on their lives.
At the conclusion of the service, students, staff
and guests were invited to light a candle in her
honour.
Befitting Kara’s passion for the reef, TAS set
up the Kara Pylypiuk Memorial Coral Garden
through the Reef Restoration Foundation. This
adopted ocean-based garden is part of the
Great Barrier Reef at Fitzroy Island and forms
part of the project to regenerate and recover
our beautiful coral reefs, an area we all know
was close to Kara’s heart. Generous donations
were received by many current and past TAS
families and staff.
Thanks to the Reef Restoration Foundation our memorial coral tree for Kara Pylypiuk has
been established. The coral tree currently has
80 corals nesting in it, growing and flourishing.
When they are mature, these will be outplanted
back into the Reef.
What a remarkable way to remember our much
loved Kara. Thanks to all those who contributed
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to the initial fund. The team at Reef Restoration
will keep us updated as these corals grow.
Throughout 2019, TAS staff and students were
involved in Daffodil Day as well as a Fun Run,
both in honour of Kara.
The Class of 2019 are planting a tree in Kara’s
honour and this will be a lasting memory from
them of their respect and admiration for such a
passionate and influential educator.
Farewell Ms P. You are gone but not forgotten.
Your memory will live on in our hearts.

Trinitas 2019
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INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS
The International Program at TAS has been
busy welcoming schools from around the world.
This program is a wonderful opportunity for our
students to engage in intercultural exchange
activities and provide first-hand experience
with international students and language.

Thank you also to TAS staff who always provide
an amazing work environment and inclusive
classrooms for our visiting students. Without
your support and your flexibility our students
would miss out on this wonderful opportunity
for immersion with international students.

As a school where Japanese and French
are integral parts of our curriculum the
international program works harmoniously
with these departments to provide hands on
language experience and cultural awareness.
This year our Japanese teacher, Mrs Jennifer
Fukushima has integrated some of our visitors
into her Japanese classroom to provide
challenges and educational opportunities for
her Japanese language students. Two French
students visiting TAS were also integrated into
French classes with Mrs Jessica Paterson.

Ms Joyce Lester
Director of International Education

This year we had three students from our
sister school in Japan, Keimei Gakuen: Yuka
Ishizuka attended TAS for 10 weeks in Term 1
in Year 9. Yuka was an excellent student who
has volunteered to homestay one of our own
students in Japan for three months.
Hanae Miura has been in Year 9 at TAS for a
year and experienced the Year 9 camp which
she bravely attended and enjoyed immensely.;
Aoi Yamada has had a wonderful year in Year
10. Her work experience appointment was with
the TAS International Department where she
showed great initiative and used her Japanese
language skills to enhance the experience for
visiting groups. Aoi also helped with the visit
from Keimei Elementary School by visiting
Green Island with them as a representative of
our school.
In October this year, we welcomed our
volunteer from Iwate University, Satsuki Wano
who will visit TAS until March 2020. During this
time she will work with the Japanese teachers
in Junior and Senior school as well as the After
School Program.
As always, we have been blessed to have
the support of many TAS homestay families
who have opened their houses to our visitors.
Thank you so much for your assistance and we
do look forward to working together in 2020.
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The international department works closely
with the EAL/D teacher Yeshim Grace who
helps to support students with English as an
Additional Language or Dialect
At the start of this year we welcomed seven
students from Sakuragaoka High School and
three from Keimei Gakuen. Two students
have stayed on for the rest of this year and
have continued the Direct Instruction speaking
course. As well as singing in English and explicit
speaking practice, these students have been
exposed to ESL and conversational English
lessons, and had access to the online Literacy
course, ‘Literacy Planet’.
Full immersion into an English speaking
environment with scaffolded support is only
one aspect of what is offered in the EAL/D
department at TAS. We look forward to 2020
and the progression of EAL/D in the curriculum
and with visiting long term students.

Mrs Yeshim Grace
EAL/D Teacher

TAS

I am a graduating
international student at
Trinity Anglican School. I
can say without a doubt
that my education at TAS
has helped to mould me
into the person I am
today.
Life at TAS has been
an amazing experience.
From my very first day at
school to my final day, the staff and students
here have been nothing but supportive and
caring. Through the amazing support network
of the staff, I have been able to master the
English language as if it were my first language.
When I first started I had little experience
with English, but today I am proud to say that
English is one of my strongest subjects.
There have been a plethora of great
opportunities that helped me grow outside the
academic fields as well. Through TAS, I was
able to first discover my love for Football. Today
I cannot imagine life without it and some of my
most memorable and fondest memories were
made on the China Football Tour. Our team,
led by Mr Osmond, went to China on a cultural
and sporting tour. There we made lasting bonds
with the students we met and enjoyed playing
football as well.
As Round Square captain I have thoroughly
enjoyed planning and enacting programs which
help our school make a positive difference in
the world. I have also enjoyed the added benefit
of seeing the amazing international culture
present within TAS, welcoming almost on a
weekly basis, schools from Japan and getting
to know Exchange students from around the
world visiting on Round Square exchanges.

Six years, that is how long
I have spent within the
walls of this school as an
international student. I have
learned and experienced
many things, both good and
bad, and faced hardships
which have helped shape
the person that I am today.
When I first came to TAS I
was in Year 7. It was a very
strange experience for me, coming from Papua
New Guinea. The people were so kind and yet
so different. Being in a new country, in a new
school, in the beginning at least, scared me.
I had never before been in a situation where
people were interested in me and were willing
to get to know me. For the first time in a very
long time I was happy. I made friends and
enjoyed my time at TAS.
It was not always easy though. Sometimes I
found the work to be hard but I kept trying to
do the best I could. Dealing with tough times
taught me many lessons, and, in a sense, I
am glad that I experienced the good and the
bad because it allowed me to learn and grow.
I am so grateful for all of my experiences and
opportunities at TAS and I have really enjoyed
being part of this community.
I realise that the six years I have spent in TAS
have been instrumental in my growth as a
person. The people I have met and the lessons
I have learned will be something which I will
carry with me always. TAS has taught me so
much and I will always be thankful and cherish
my time and the friends I have made.
Protyoush Sarkar

Of course none of this would be possible
without my parents. They have supported
my every step of my journey at TAS. I am
extremely lucky to have such amazing parents
and role models who have sacrificed so much
to ensure that I have best education to launch
me into the next stages of my life. I will always
be grateful to my parents and Trinity Anglican
School for ensuring I am fully equipped for the
continuation of my Journey after High School.
Maxwell Wartoto

Trinitas 2019
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ROUND SQUARE
The Round Square philosophy embraces six pillars or IDEALS: Internationalism, Democracy,
Environmentalism, Adventure, Leadership and Service. At TAS, the pillars are fully embedded
in our programs and as such all of our students have significant opportunities to experience
and achieve in ways that exceed their own perceptions of limitation. At TAS in 2019, our Round
Square philosophy looked like this:

Internationalism

A spirit of internationalism is
found in those who seek to
discover and embrace the
similarities and differences
between
cultures
and
nationalities in ways that
promote meaningful and
lasting
understanding,
tolerance and respect.
Short
and
long
stay
students;
Regional
and
International
Conferences;
relationships
with
sister
schools; international and
national exchanges; visiting
international schools’ study
and sports tours; sponsorship
of a World Vision Child
Kubangu; and NAIDOC Week
Celebrations.
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Democracy

A spirit of democracy embraces
a sense of equality, fairness,
justice and a desire to do
what is right (for the greater
good). Freedom of thought
and speech are valued and
appropriate
forums
and
channels of communication
are discovered and explored.

Environmentalism

A spirit of environmentalism
centres on the significance
of understanding mankind’s
place in the universe, the forces
that shape our surroundings
and the impact we have
on those surroundings. A
systems-based appreciation
of
the
interdependence
between human beings and
Model United Nations debate; the planet highlights the fine
Junior and Senior Round balance needed to make that
Square Student Committee; relationship a healthy one.
Captaincy elections; Public
Speaking
Competition; Tree planting activities; a
Interhouse and Interschool variety of recycling initiatives;
Debating
Competitions; Duke of Edinburgh Award;
Outdoor Education Program Community Garden; Beach
activities.
Clean Up; Drain Stencilling.

TAS

Adventure

A spirit of adventure is
characterised by those who
push
themselves
beyond
their perceived limits, cross
boundaries and discover that
they are capable of more than
they thought. It encompasses
preparedness to take risks,
face a challenge and persist
against the odds and in the
face of potential failure.
Outdoor Education Programs
Years 2 to 11; Certificate II in
Outdoor Recreation; Duke
of Edinburgh Award; Year 6
Exchange to Canberra.

Trinitas 2019

Leadership

A spirit of leadership is found
in those whose convictions
are
rooted
in
personal
responsibility, kindness and
justice. It recognises that
successful leaders are driven
by a desire to be of service to
others and to nurture, guide,
develop and help them to
improve and succeed.
Outdoor Education Programs;
Certificate II in Outdoor
Recreation; Duke of Edinburgh
Award; Year 12 Leadership
Retreat; Year 6 and Year 12
student leadership framework
and opportunities.

Service

A person living out a spirit
of service considers the
opportunity, in all aspects of
everyday life, to provide for
the needs of others and take
social action. They seek to
ensure that their impact, and
the difference they make in the
world, are positive.
Operation Christmas Child;
tree planting; aged care visits;
Biggest Morning Tea; fund
raising; International food
stalls; bake sales; Duke of
Edinburgh Awards; service
activities during Round Square
Conferences; Beach CleanUp; food donations; Rosie’s –
Friends on the Street; Women’s
Shelter Carins; Collection for
YAPS; Solar Buddy projects.
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ROUND SQUARE
Round Square is an association of some 200+
schools worldwide, which share a common
ethos based on the IDEALS - Internationalism,
Democracy, Environmentalism, Adventure,
Leadership and Service. Kurt Hahn, a German
educator and founder of Round Square
believed that education, more than learning in
a classroom, encompassed many aspects of
one’s character and he encouraged his students
to be more than they believed they were “Plus est en vous – there’s more in you than
you think.
Active membership of Round Square requires
involvement in conferences and exchanges
annually, as well as participation in a number
of fundraising and service activities. The Round
Square Student Committee is charged with
raising money for the Discovery Fund. Each
year a sum of money is pledged and fundraising activities are directed to this end in the
first instance. The committee currently meets
weekly; is chaired by the Round Square Captains
and is subject to parliamentary conventions.
The Student Committee (in consultation with
the Round Square Coordinator, the Director of
International and the Deputy Principal) makes
the decisions with respect to the types of events
that will run and their timing.

The Round Square Program at Trinity Anglican
School has continued to grow in 2019, with
students attending domestic and international
conferences, involvement in fundraising
activities for the Discovery Fund and local
organisations and active promotion of the
Round Square IDEALS throughout the TAS
community.
Round Square Conferences provide incredible
opportunities for students to develop leadership
expertise, increase cultural understanding
and acquire skills necessary for successful
teamwork. They explore new places, participate
in adventure activities, and have the opportunity
to make new friends from around the globe.

This year, eight junior students embarked
on a domestic conference to the Woodleigh
School on Melbourne’s Mornington Peninsula.
Isaac Burton, Holly Brislan, Elangi Cuttance,
Samantha Johnson, Matthew Elliott-Darlow,
Maegan Berther, Emily Collins and Astrid Grant
were accompanied by Mr Manea and Mrs
Moyer. They headed to Melbourne in April and
began their journey with a tour of city sights
that included Federation Square, the MCG,
Queen Victoria Market and Eureka Sky Tower.
They rode on iconic Melbourne trams and
participated in adventure activities: kayaking
2019 has been incredibly busy for Round and white water rafting on the Yarra River, as
Square with attendance at RSRC Woodleigh well as rock climbing, abseiling and caving.
and RSIC India; several student exchanges The conference theme was Gen Z: Mind Shifters
both nationally and internationally; continued and it challenged students to think about how
commitment to service projects and a hectic they might make a difference with respect
series of fundraising activities.
to environmental and sustainability issues.
Thank you to my Captains for their energetic Maegan wrote: These experiences opened our
and enthusiastic support and to the wonderful eyes to the change we as Gen Z’s can make in
group of staff and students who regularly attend the way we appreciate the environment around
us and the differences we can make if we have
our meetings and lend a hand.
the courage to speak up and face the problems
of today head on rather than avoiding them.

Mrs Kerry Moyer Four Year 12 students Gabrielle d’Hotman
Round Square Coordinator de Villiers, Ky Rankin, Matthew Smart and

Imogen Weatherstone were the delegates for
the Round Square International Conference
2019, held at the Emerald Heights International
School, in Indore, India. The conference theme,
“Sarvodaya - The World We Wish To See”,
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focused on young people as future leaders of
our troubled planet and looked at how they might
potentially tackle issues like climate change,
social inequality, economic globalisation and
personal autonomy. They toured the country
sightseeing, participated in service activities
with underprivileged children, learned about
sustainability, took part in “Run for cancer”
with India’s Blade Runner Major D. P. Singh
and heard from esteemed guest speakers
including diplomat Shashi Tharoor, Nobel
Peace Prize Winner Kailash Satyarthi, and the
first artificial intelligence global citizen, Sophia.
The delegates were immersed Indian culture
throughout their stay and they interacted with
like-minded students from all over the world.
Several of our students have taken advantage
of the opportunity to participate in a Round
Square exchange this year. Darwin Fritzsch has
completed his Year 9 studies by attending the
prestigious Schule Schloss Salem in Germany;
Jennifer Swaney heads to StrathconaTweedsmuir School in Canada at the end of the
school year; Katie Maguire will enjoy January in
Canada at Appleby College and Ella Reeves will
visit our sister school Keimi Gakuan in Tokyo for
immersion in Japanese culture from the end of
November.
Year 8 students have also taken the option of
two weeks of exchange: Taylah Steinhofer and
Ariah Salvestrin headed to Bunbury Cathedral
Grammar in Western Australia; Elliott Smyth
headed to Scotch College in Perth; and Tamara
Griffith spent two weeks at Ballarat Grammar
School. In turn, the TAS Community hosted
exchange students from these schools, with
some still to join us in 2020.

multiple environmental projects around the
school. Both the Pen Recycling and Cans For
A Cause programs encourage recycling habits
in the students and promote environmental
awareness. In partnership with Rotary Club
of Cairns Sunrise we have begun collection of
bottle tops for Envision Hands – a project that
makes bespoke prosthetic aids for children in
need.
Finally, the Round Square Committee helped
fund the purchase of solar panel lights that were
constructed by students during science week.
These were sent to children without power in
developing countries through the Solar Buddy
Project.
Student-led fundraising for Round Square
in 2019 has hit an all-time high with the
committee participating in bake sales, curry
days, free dress days and more. These funds
have not only enabled us to meet our Round
Square Discovery Fund pledge, but have
allowed us to contribute funds and goods to
local organisations, including Rosies’ and the
Women’s Shelter Cairns
Round Square in 2019 has provided many
of our students with opportunities for travel,
adventure and service. Leadership skills and
teamwork have been practised and improved
and friendships made with students from all over
the world. Thank you to the TAS Community for
the amazing support you have shown us as
your Round Square Captains in 2019.
Gabrielle d’Hotman de Villiers
and Maxwell Wartoto
Round Square Captains

The Round Square Captains along with the
entire Round Square Committee have been
energetic representatives of Round Square
and overseen various projects within the
school and community. We continue to support
Rosies - Friends on the Street, a local charity
that provides food and conversation for the
homeless and disadvantaged in Cairns. Year
11 and 12 students regularly volunteer for this,
serving food and talking to those less fortunate
and other students make sandwiches after
school to take to the outreach evening.
The Round Square Committee has implemented

Trinitas 2019
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
This year has been fantastic for our Outdoor
Education programs and we continue to
refine them to better fit our overall scope and
sequence. We changed venue for our Year 3
program which yielded improved outcomes,
and have implemented a brand new Year 10
program, focusing on Leadership, Teamwork
and Communication.
Participation rates in
our programs have been high as usual, with
several programs having 100% attendance and
all others in the high 90’s. Non-attendance is
for medical, elite sport and family travel reasons
only. Each of our programs now have their own
YouTube video which can be found on the TAS
Marketing YouTube Channel – check them out
and subscribe to the channel while you’re there.
Our closed Facebook group has now grown to
over 600 members.

challenged physically, socially and emotionally.

We have engaged the services of an external
industry expert consultant, Dr Clare Dallat from
Risk Resolve, to conduct a comprehensive risk
management review to ensure our practices
are as effective and suitable as they can
possibly be. The first two steps in this process
have been completed, with the third and final
step set to be completed by early 2020. Staff
in our department have completed a large
amount of professional development, including
compliance qualifications, being vertical rescue,
mental health first aid, CPR, pool lifeguard,
student protection and two critical incident
management workshops. As part of my role
of Vice President of the Outdoor Educator’s
Association of Queensland, we organised a
one-day forum for local outdoor educators at
For the fourth time our the end of 2018 and hosted it at TAS. We are
outdoor
education currently involved in organising another for the
program has been end of 2019.
selected as a finalist
in
the
Outdoors
Queensland Awards.
The
awards
are
presented
by
the
Queensland
Outdoor Recreation
Federation (QORF),
the state peak body
for outdoor activities.
We have again been nominated and selected
as a finalist for the Award for Outstanding
Achievement (Organisation). We have been a
finalist in this award in 2013 and 2016 and won
it in 2017.
While we are honoured to receive these
accolades, credit must go to several other
groups of people, including our teaching staff
for so willingly attending programs, outdoor
education contractors for helping us to facilitate
these experiences at the highest level and for
taking such great care of our students, parents
for supporting our programs in many ways
and most importantly our students, who while
being the primary beneficiaries of our program
outcomes, must complete several days of being
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Many new initiatives have been implemented in
2019 to aid in student readiness for programs
and student learning from them.
These
resources include a new junior school packing
list and student preparation booklet, program
briefing storybook, campfire songbook, readings
handbook, learning reminders bookmarks and
new pre- and post-program resources on Stile
for senior school students.

TAS

Program was further developed in 2019
to better fit in with the changing academic
calendar due to ATAR and also to provide
students with the most useful life skills and
qualifications. Students exited this program
with a first aid certificate, bronze medallion
lifesaving certificate, school reference and
program certificate, and an outdoor logbook
with around 30 days of practical experience.

With the help of students from the TAS TV team
we have produced a TAS Outdoor Education
Promotional Video. The primary aim of this
is to help define and explain exactly what
outdoor education really is and looks like, with
a secondary focus on how we do it at TAS.
The elective Year 10 Outdoor Recreation
- Personal and Leadership Development

Trinitas 2019

World Challenge Expeditions continue to grow
in popularity and the value placed on them
by the whole school community. Almost one
third of the Year 10/11 cohorts are attending
a 27-day expedition in December to the Indian
Himalayas, which is the 5th World Challenge
Expedition run by TAS. The Duke of Edinburgh
International Award Scheme is also growing at
TAS. By the end of 2019 we look set to have
presented two gold, four silver and ten bronze
awards.
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
Thank you once again to all who support our
outdoor education program. We are fortunate
to have such dedicated and experienced
outdoor education contractors, with Mike
Barker facilitating nine programs for us, Hannah
Lambert four programs, Bel Stovell, Marika
Rogers and Louella Mays three programs
each and several of our caving and paddling
specialists completing a couple of programs
each.
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We look forward to 2020 to continue work on
refining programs to better address the current
needs of our students. We aim to again present
some of our student preparation and learning
initiatives at the National Outdoor Education
Conference – a forum in which TAS Outdoor
Education is well known and highly regarded.

Mr Darren Osmond
Director of Outdoor Education and
Director of Co-Curricular

TAS
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OUTDOOR RECREATION
The Year 10 Outdoor Recreation Program is
an elective in-house program custom designed
to extend students in the areas of outdoor
education and recreation. Thirteen students
began this program in February and met on
most Wednesday afternoons during activity
time, with longer practical sessions a few times
each term and a four-day expedition in the last
week of each term. In total students spent
more than 30 days doing practical activities, as
per the term outline below.
Favourite experiences for the students included
hiking the world-renowned Hinchinbrook
Island, indoor rockclimbing at both TAS and
the Northern Outlook, abseiling 27m into a
cave at Chillagoe and then laddering back out,
sea kayaking at both Mission Beach and Lake
Tinaroo, mountain-biking in various locations,
trekking to the top of Walsh’s Pyramid, swimming
underneath Peet’s Falls and spending 6 hours
underground in Queensland’s largest cave.
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Students also spent time doing various
reflection activities to continually improve their
personal skills and practiced leadership on
several occasions, along with learning how
to cater successfully for various group sizes.
Along with skills learnt, students also completed
the program with a Senior First Aid Certificate,
Bronze Medallion Lifesaving Certificate and a
program reference letter.

TAS
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARDS

The TAS Outdoor Education Department look
after the Duke of Edinburgh (International)
Award at the school.
At the time of writing there are more than 50
students at TAS registered for the Duke of
Edinburgh Award Scheme. Students can start
when they are 14 years old and have until they
are 25 to finish their award/s.

Our
main
signup time for
this
program
is prior to the
Year 9 Outdoor
E d u c a t i o n
Program, where it
can then be used
to count towards
one quarter of
the bronze level
award.
Students undertaking a World Challenge
Expedition can also use it to contribute to half
of their Silver Level Award.

2019 AWARD
RECIPIENTS
BRONZE

Harry McLean, Nate Smyth, Fletcher Le Sueur, India Rowbottom, Tahlia Middleton, Jessica Overton,
Murray Colbridge and Gregory Mock

SILVER

Ella Reeves, Annelise Shepherd and Fletcher Le Sueur

GOLD

Sarah Wonnacott and Kaelan Leszczewicz
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My
Journey
to
Complete the Duke
of Edinburgh Gold
Award
I have recently achieved
my
Gold
Duke
of
Edinburgh award in my
final year of high school
at Trinity Anglican School.
The Duke of Edinburgh
(International) Award, or
more commonly referred
to as 'Duke of Ed', is
designed to encourage
anyone between the age
of 14-24 to try a range
of activities, challenging
themselves and gaining
recognition
for
their
additional achievements
and service within communities.
There is a slight misconception that in order to
complete a 'Duke of Ed' award you have to have
lots of spare time and need to go out of your way
to complete each stage and activity; however,
this is not entirely true. Although some of the
aspects you may need to organise extra time for
such as the adventurous journeys, and possibly
some of the service, the majority of the activities
most people already do within their day-to-day
lives.
The award consists of 3 Levels: Bronze, Silver and
Gold. Within each level there are four sections:
Physical, Skill, Service and Adventurous
Journey. In addition, the Gold Award also has
a Residential Project. Most people play a sport
or do some other regular physical activity, which
is the physical section covered. The skill section
can include anything from learning to drive a
car, playing a musical instrument, or learning
a language. The service section is community
orientated such as volunteer coaching, umpiring,
surf lifesaving etc.
Personally, I used netball as my physical activity,
piano as my skill and piano and dance teaching
as my service options. Trinity Anglican School
has an amazing outdoor education program
and I was able to use some of these to count
towards my adventurous journeys. Many
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people who participate in 'World Challenge' at
TAS use their trekking phase as one of their
adventurous journeys. My two 'Duke of Ed'
adventurous journeys included both the worldrenowned Hinchinbrook Island Thorsborne Trial
and an off-track walk in Danbulla Forest (behind
Lake Tinaroo). I had a fantastic time, swam in
beautiful gorges, and learnt some useful outdoor
skills while developing my team work and selfconfidence.
The Gold Residential Project challenges you to
look at life from a different perspective. Many
'World Challenge' students use the overseas
project phase towards this section but there are
also numerous local activities such as Leadership
Training, volunteering work with Conservation
groups, or being a crew member on a tall ship,
just to name a few.
Not only do you gain recognition for this
internationally recognised achievement, you
also have some amazing experiences, make
lifelong friends and learn skills you can use for
the rest of your life, while making a difference to
communities in a positive way. I’d encourage all
students to give 'Duke of Ed” a go - you won’t
regret it!

Sarah Wonnacott
Year 12 Student and
Duke of Edinburgh Gold Awardee
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WORLD CHALLENGE
In late November, 29 Year 10 and 11 students
will embark on the journey of a lifetime – a 27day student-led World Challenge expedition
in to the Indian Himalayas. This is the 5th
World Challenge Expedition run by TAS, with
previous experiences being Borneo in 2011,
Ecuador in 2013, Tanzania in 2015 and Nepal
in 2017. The culture around this at TAS is
now that this experience is incredibly valued
by both students and parents, with almost half
of the Year 10/11 co-hort attending the initial
information meeting and almost of third of the
co-hort actually attending the expedition. Three
of the students attending this expedition are
the third child in their family to attend a World
Challenge Experience at TAS, with a few more
being the second child in their family to attend
one.
This journey however began almost 18 months
ago when the students made the commitment
to join the team as a “challenger” and began
fundraising, not only for themselves, but also
for the group’s community service project. The
extensive expedition preparation has included
a myriad of student and parent meetings,
training expeditions and group fundraising
initiatives including a disco, school fete stalls,
social media promotion (GoFundMe), bake
sales and catering for the TAS Sporting Clubs
breakup function. The students have raised
approximately $5000 in total, all of which will
be used on their community service project at a
school in India.
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The students will travel in separate Year 10
and 11 teams on this occasion due to the large
number. Miss Beveridge and Mr Haseldine
will accompany the Year 10’s, along with their
leader Marika, who is also one of our outdoor
education contractors that has worked with
several of these students on the Year 9 Outdoor
Education Program in 2018. The Year 11’s will
be accompanied by Ms Warren and Mr Osmond,
with their leader being Tony from the UK, who
was also leader for our 2015 and 2017 World
Challenge Expeditions.

Mr Darren Osmond
Accompanying school leader and
TAS World Challenge Coordinator

TAS

TAS TV
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LIBRARY
Our school libraries offer our students a welcoming,
dynamic and stimulating environment. They are
a place for students to connect, collaborate and
learn, to use their imagination, communication
and critical thinking. In addition to being the place
of learning for students of all year levels, TAS
libraries provide a comfortable, nurturing space
in which to dream, play, explore and create.
Our libraries aim to:
• Inspire students to be lifelong learners and
develop independent reading skills
• Provide a space for the exchange of ideas,
collaboration and creativity
• Offer quality programs that support the
curriculum
• Promote information literacy by helping
students develop skills to find, evaluate, use,
create and share information and knowledge
• Source and deliver suitable and current
resources in multiple formats
• Support teaching and learning strategies
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This year’s library events included:
• Michael Quinn Story Teller
• Book Fair
• National Simultaneous Storytime
• Readers Cup
• Book Week
• Quizardry (Harry Potter Trivia)
• Author Visit – Sheryl Gwyther
• Book Launch – The Biscuit Bandit by Shannon
Brischke
• TAS Tall Tales

Mrs Karla Ward
Librarian

TAS
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THE ARTS
instrumental ensembles were offered, including
the KBJ Pizzicato String Ensemble, Rock Band
and the Flute Choir. These ensembles, coupled
with the Senior Choir, Songbirds and Orchestra
performed at an assortment of events including
the Cairns Eisteddfod, KBJ Music Showcase,
Mothers and Father’s Day functions, Trinity
Drama numbers have ‘dramatically’ increased Beach ANZAC Day Dawn Service, end of year
this year with students loving the opportunity to celebrations and performances at the Smithfield
study under our always-inspiring drama teacher, Mall.
Miss Shannon Saunders. Performances We welcomed back Mrs Melissa Coxon to the
at Kewarra Beach Campus by Year 9 and fold and with her return came a room change for
10 students was a highlight for all students senior music. The addition of a second music
involved. With the inspiration and drive of Mr classroom allowed for two separate spaces to
Terry Reid, and the extra support of Mr Rob be utilised; one for instruments and another for
Lade, students enjoyed another fantastic Harry theoretical study.
Potter and Wizard of Oz inspired Variety Night. The weather had different ideas for our 2019
Students and parents were immersed in a Rock Under the Stars showcase, which had to
creative showcase, highlighting the breadth make a shift to the Bishop Centre of Performing
of talent of our junior students. We thank Mrs Arts. This venue change did not deter the calibre
Sue Stitt for driving another successful Gala of rock musicians who, under the mentorship
Night evening. Senior School ensembles and of Mr John Grace and Mr Terry Reid, played it
soloists performed repertoires of polished and loud and entertained the crowds. We also thank
professional talents.
Mr Grace for his dedication to developing rock
Inspiration (from the Latin inspirare, meaning
“to breathe into”) is an unconscious burst of
creativity in a literary, musical, or other artistic
endeavour. At Trinity Anglican School, 2019 has
seen this burst of creativity explicitly expelled
in the creative platforms of Drama, Music and
Visual Art by both students and teachers alike.

Both classroom and instrumental music
programs at TAS continue to inspire our students
from P-12. The strength of these programs
stems from the foundational experiences
established in our excellent junior music
programs. Mrs Anna Long continues to grow
junior music at the White Rock Junior campus
through diverse extra-curricular opportunities
and performances at numerous events. Over
100 junior students regularly participated in
WRJ Ensembles this year including WRJ 3-6
Choir, WRJ P-2 Choir, WRJ Strings, Rockbands,
WRJ Beginner Ukuleles and WRJ Continuing
Ukuleles. Eisteddfod performances at the new
CPAC was another highlight for the WRJ 3-6
Choir, earning them second and third placings.
Other performances included after school
concerts, Open Days, Mothers and Father’s
Day, Variety Night, WRJ Carnival Day and the
end of year celebrations.

band ensembles across Years 2 to 12. The
new initiative of Loud Lunch in Term 4 was an
excellent additional opportunity for the senior
bands to perform.

Not many schools in Cairns can boast that they
offer junior school Visual Arts from P-6 with
specialist teachers and programs. Here at TAS
we have two highly trained Visual Art teachers
who continue to immerse our students in creative
thinking. Ms Wendy Ashburton, at White Rock
Junior and Ms Kim Rheuben at Kewarra Beach,
continued to offer artistic opportunities for our
students.

Both junior campuses represented TAS with
flying colours at the Cairn Show. WRJ students
Noah Kim (Prep), placed first for painting in the
Years 5 to 8 category, and Tiarne Kim (Year 2),
awarded a highly commended. Year 3 students
at KBJ entered the Scarecrow Competition, with
one group placing second with their ferocious
New to the TAS music fold at KBJ for 2019 is Mrs Stone the Crow work. Year 6 students at both
Kellie Clarke, who has injected a variety of new campuses leapt into the world of portraiture
initiatives to the current program. Three new
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by entering The Young Archie’s competition,
which runs in conjunction with the Archibald
Prize at the AGNSW. Additional extra-curricular
art opportunities are also provided at both
campuses during lunchtimes and breaks;
both Art Club at WRJ and Art Lounge at
KBJ, continue to grow and provide a haven
for budding artists across all age groups and
cohorts. They provide a platform for students to
work on independent projects. Students at WRJ
had the opportunity to develop digital art skills
as Media Arts opportunities were extended
beyond the art room to be a part of the Care
and Connect program.

and drama backgrounds to support all Arts
functions with enthusiasm and professionalism.
Our Junior School Arts Captains, Neave David
Stern and Roisin Liston from Kewarra Beach,
and Melody Grace and Nyla Rezia Harris from
White Rock Junior, have also led the way
for the Arts. Their unwavering commitment,
enthusiasm and musicianship was consistently
demonstrated throughout the year. All six Arts
Captains have maintained an excellent positon
within the school to promote and inspire the
Arts and I thank them for executing their roles
diligently.

Leadership in any capacity is not only an
honour but also a commitment, which requires
responsibility and passion. This year, our
Arts Leaders have continued the tradition of
outstanding advocacy for the Arts with dedication
and integrity. Senior School Arts Captains,
Sarah Wonnacott and Alexander Swanston
have made an excellent team with their music

2019 has certainly been a creative year with
an array of activities, performances and
opportunities offered to our students.

Trinitas 2019

Ms Leanne Shead
Head of Faculty – The ARTS
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ARTS AWARDS ASSEMBLY

DRAMA
WRS Junior Trophy for Drama (Year 7-9) – Aurelia Wood
Perpetual Drama Trophy – Gabrielle d’Hotman de Villiers
MUSIC
KBJ Elaine Mangan Memorial Junior Arts Award – Carla Wright
The Schilling Family Award for Arts (WRJ) – Angela Xiang
TAS Junior Music Trophy (Year 7-9) – Karanjit Singh
TAS Senior Music Trophy (Year 10-12) – Sarah Wonnacott
FTM Perpetual Trophy for Music – GiaAn NguyenQuach
VISUAL ART
AS Tretheway Award for Visual Art (KBJ) – Beatrice Harris
WRJ Arts Award – Joanna Chen
WRS Junior Trophy for Visual Art (Year 7-9) – Ava Biram
Visual Art Most Improved Artist Trophy (Year 10-12) – Jessie Bourguignon
The Drawing Trophy – Manna Tsuchiya
The Innovative Art & Film Trophy – Rebecca Evans
The Post Modern Art Perpetual Trophy – Jasmine Trezise
The Spirit of Performing Award – Sarah Wonnacott
Arts Achiever of the Year – Alexander Swanston
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MUSIC BADGES
2019 MUSIC BADGE RECIPIENTS
Years 5 to 12
Recognition of continuous commitment to Service for TAS Music is acknowledge through
a tiered badge system. WHITE (Year 5 or 6), BRONZE (2 years service), SILVER (4 years
service), GOLD (6 years service).
The WHITE BADGE begins in the junior space and then complimented with the transition of
musical commitment into the senior school music program.
This year 29 White, 19 Bronze, 5 Silver and 2 Gold badges were presented at the Arts Award
Assembly. Congratulations to the following students for receiving their badges for 2019.

WHITE: Years 5 / 6

BRONZE: 2 years

SILVER: 4 years

GOLD: 6 years

Beatrice Harris KBJ
Raphael Springell KBJ
Sara Shimizu KBJ
Ruby Colbridge KBJ
Dominic Johnson KBJ
Neave David Stern KBJ
Alyssa Atfield WRJ
Angela Xiang WRJ
Arabella Stewart WRJ
Audrey Ge WRJ
Bailey Steigmeier WRJ
Caitlyn Mock WRJ
Carleena Robati WRJ
Charlie Barker-Ré WRJ
Ethan Turnbull WRJ
Harnoor Gill WRJ
Holly Mood WRJ
Jack O’Neill WRJ
Joanna Chen WRJ
Matilda Hancock WRJ
Melody Grace WRJ
Natalie Howe WRJ
Nyla Rezia Harris WRJ
Rauri Swanston WRJ
Ryan Goodfellow WRJ
Sam Bryceson WRJ
Sorayah Salvestrin WRJ
Tegan Crocker WRJ
Tyson Lewis WRJ

Myuri Gopalapillai
Samantha Johnson
Hayley Graham
Astrid Carter
Tahlia Middleton
Robin Grace
Emily Mock
Elliot Smyth
Jordi Salleras
Louis Bray
William Bennetts
Jaimee Stegmeier
Jessica Barker
Alice Reeves
Jarrod McLaren
Steven Li
Joel Turnbull
Shanid Aslam
Lo Wai

Brendan Leong
Tahlia Middleton
Gregory Mock
Hannah Siegmann
Fauve Salleras

GiaAn NguyenQuach
Sarah Wonnacott

Trinitas 2019
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INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
2019 has been an exciting year for those
students who have taken part in the many and
varied activities of the TAS Music Department.
Some of the many highlights of the year are
listed below.
Term 1
The musical year started with the annual
Music Workshop weekend held at the end of
February. Our guest tutor, Dr Rob McWilliams,
had previously worked for over 20 years in
the USA. As a musician and educator, he has
conducted bands and spoken at workshops
throughout the world. He was very inspirational
- so much so that we have asked him to return
for the 2020 workshop so that he can see the
development in the Orchestra, String Ensemble
and Concert Band over this last year.
Term 2
Performance opportunities in Term 2 included
the “Rock Under the Stars” concert which, due
to the lingering wet season, had to morph at the
last moment into “Rock in the Bishop Centre”.
This was a very successful re-branding with a
large dance area created in front of the stage
and refreshment sales outside the hall. The use
of the stage and lighting in the Bishop Centre
added a special atmosphere to this annual
celebration of the talents of our Rock musicians.
In the last week of Term 2 WRJ and KBJ
Years 3-6 choirs represented the school in four
different sections of the Cairns Eisteddfod. Both

choirs performed very well with the KBJ choir
placing third in the highly competitive Sacred
Chorus section and the WRJ choir placing
second in the Novelty Chorus with their beautiful
rendition of “Song for the Mira”. The Eisteddfod
was held at the new Cairns Performing Arts
Centre for the first time in 2019, and our young
choristers enjoyed their chance to shine on the
stage at this fantastic new venue.
Term 3
Every year it is good to be able to feature TAS
musicians in the wider community and in Term
3, TAS Jazz and Year 8 Rock Band had the
opportunity to perform at the American Car
Club Charity event. The TAS ensembles were
the only school groups on the entertainment
program and there were many favourable
comments about their performances from the
event organisers.
The highlight of Term 3 was the Gala Concert. In
the Gala all ensembles performed two pieces –
one piece was “classical” in style and the other
was more contemporary or “popular”. This
framework formed the basis for a diverse and
interesting evening of entertainment. Individual
performers were invited to audition for a place
in the program and the spectacular talent of our
soloists was a very memorable feature of this
wonderful concert.
Term 4
In another musically busy term, many school
ensembles and Rock Bands were involved
in performances. These ranged from the
varied and exciting performances at the WRJ
Carnival afternoon, to the wonderful display
of talent at the KBJ recital and the ensemble
performances at our annual Speech Night.
These end of the year events allow the
groups to showcase the best of their efforts
throughout the year.
Our annual Arts Awards Assembly for
students in Years 5 to 12 enabled us to
recognise the achievements of students
across the Arts, giving them the opportunity
to be publically acknowledged by their peers.
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In 2019 we have again been very fortunate
to have the assistance of our team of highly
experienced visiting Music Tutors to assist with
ensembles and individual tuition. We very much
appreciate their commitment to TAS Music and
their tuition has enabled us to provide a wide
range of musical experiences for our students.
TAS Jazz, Middle School Band and KBJ
Orchestra – Leesa Cooke (Clarinet, Saxophone
tutor)
TAS Voices – Jason Harris
Rock Bands – John Grace (WRC) and
Dave Shannon (KBJ)
TAS Brass – Nathan Wiltshire (Brass tutor)
Additionally the following tutors have taught
individual students.
Flute – Jane Linstead
Cello – Rob Dowdell
Drums – Nasser Selimi
Guitar – Dave Shannon, Sam Conomo
Piano – Anne Linneman, Joy Zahner, Jenny
Meehan, Nerise Howes

Trinitas 2019

Finally I would like to thank the members of
all our School Ensembles and Rock Bands
for their energy and commitment in 2019. We
are looking forward to further developing their
musical abilities in 2020.

Mrs Sue Stitt
Director of Music
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GALA NIGHT

Trinitas 2019
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JUNIOR SCHOOL VARIETY NIGHT
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ROCK UNDER THE STARS
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SPORT
As I sit here at my desk penning this 2019
sporting year in review, I can’t help but marvel
at the rapid growth and development occurring
across all 5 of our core club sports. TAS sporting
clubs are fielding more teams than ever before,
with the TAS Football and Rugby clubs in
particular soaring to new heights.
This year, TAS Hockey, Netball and Football
all qualified into grand final teams, with two
earning the title of grand champions. Notable
performances were the grand final victories
to the TAS Tigers and TAS Emeralds netball
teams. The S4 and S3 TAS Hockey teams,
as well as the U14 and U12 Football teams all
narrowly lost their grand finals. The positive
that TAS club sport can take from those losses
it that our playing rosters are strong enough to
contest the grand final, which is an achievement
in itself. It is encouraging to see pride in sport
at TAS continue to develop and to witness the
support of our school community.
TAS continues to lead the way over other
schools in the Cairns district in our offering of
sporting tours to international locations. In July,
twelve netballers were accompanied by Mrs
Robati and myself on the inaugural Singapore
Netball tour. The tour was a mix of sport, culture
and sightseeing, and a fantastic opportunity to
explore a new country and make new friends.
TAS will continue to offer these sporting tours
in the years to come across a wide variety of
sports.
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The TAS community has witnessed and cheered
on some exceptional sporting achievements
over the course of the year. Layla Parker
was selected in the U19 Queensland Hockey
Team, Leah Snelling represented QLD at the
Australian Swimming championships, Joel
Sutherland represented QLD at the Australian
Downhill MTB championships, Jacinta Kome,
Ella Goddard, Thomas Chen and Flynn Martin
participated at the Australian Age Nationals
Swimming championships, and finally Callum
Wenck will represent the Northern Territory as
their U14 goalkeeper for the National Football
championships.
Cross country and long distance running is
obviously one of our school’s sporting strengths,
mainly due to the Jogging with Jill activity that
is offered across all three campuses as an
extra-curricular activity. Thirteen TAS students
competed in the Peninsula Cross Country team
in the state championships, which is a large
contingent from only one school. Likewise, the
TAS hockey program is reaping the rewards of
an excellent Junior pathway system, with no
less than 8 girls qualifying for a position on a
state championship team.
TAS is an avid advocate of presenting students
with the opportunity to compete in a wide range
of sporting pursuits. In 2019, students competed
on Netball, Hockey, Rugby League, Surf Life
Saving, Football, Rugby, Cricket and MTB
carnivals or gala days. We hosted Bromsgrove
School from the UK in a netball competition and
Townsville Grammar School
in a Football competition. We
also competed in Interschool
Athletics, Cross country and
Swimming carnivals against
other schools in the Cairns and
wider North Queensland district.
We participated in the JSS
Interschool sporting competition,
and our boys Football team
defeated Cairns State High
School for the first time ever in
the history of the competition.

TAS

I would like to congratulate all of our sport
captains across all three campuses this year for
their commendable effort in this important and
busy captaincy. I look forward to welcoming the
2020 sports captains into this role.
To conclude, thank you for your commitment,
dedication and effort throughout the year. 2019
has been an excellent year for sport at TAS
and I look forward to witnessing the amazing
achievements that 2020 will offer.

Mrs Natalie Andersen
Director of Activities

Trinitas 2019
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INTERHOUSE COMPETITION 2019
TAS Interhouse Competition 2019
Dalrymple

Kennedy

Leichhardt

Mulligan

2
4
4
2

4
2
3
4

1
3
1
3

3
1
2
1

1
2
2
1

4
3
2
4

3
4
1
3

2
1
2
1

3
4
3

4
2
4

1
1
1

2
3
2

2
4

3
2

1
1

4
3

3
4
4

4
3
3

1
1
1

2
2
2

4
4
4

3
1
3

1
2
1

2
3
2

3
4
4
4

4
3
3
3

2
1
2
2

1
2
1
1

3
4
4
RESULTS TALLIES

1
1
1

4
2
3

2
3
2

52.5
3

76.5
1

70.5
2

SWIMMING CARNIVAL
Junior
Senior
Overall
Cheering Competition
DEBATING
Year 7/8
Junior
Senior
Overall
CROSS-COUNTRY
Junior
Senior
Overall
TRINITY DAY EVENTS
Tug'o'war
Dash
TRIATHLON
Junior
Senior
Overall
ATHLETICS CARNIVAL
Junior
Senior
Overall
PUBLIC SPEAKING - Half Points
Year 7/8
Junior
Senior
Overall
SINGING COMPETITION
Song 1 - Set
Song 2 - Free Choice
Overall

TOTAL POINTS
HOUSE PLACING

45.5
4
*

TAS Primary Interhouse Competition 2019
Dalrymple

Kennedy

Leichhardt

Mulligan

4

1

2

3

3

2

1

4

4

1

2

3

3

1

2

4

6
3

15
1

13
2

6
3

AQUATHON
Year 3-6
SWIMMING CARNIVAL
Year 3-6
CROSS-COUNTRY
Year 3-6
ATHLETICS
Year 3-6
RESULTS TALLIES

TOTAL POINTS
HOUSE PLACING
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TAS Sporting Honour Board 2019
Lisa Njaramba
Javvy Soernio
Dane Swan
Lucas Gray
Alana Hill
Jonathan Galea
Lily Edwards
James Harpley
Joanna Chen
Hugo Loveridge
M.Stevens & A.Lane
Henrik Sorensen
L.Snelling & L.Morris
Daniel Statton
Jasmine Harpley
Thomas Chen
Jacinta Kome
L.Callister & X.Martin
Ella Goddard
Marcel Whitfield
Cara Wenck
Flynn Martin

Triathlon - Senior
Category
12yrs Girls & Boys
13yrs Girls & Boys
14yrs Girls & Boys

Age Champions
Abbey Lane & Henrik Sørensen
Amber Robinson & Daniel Statton
Daisy Colbridge & Andrew Maccoll

Category
8yrs & Under Girls
8yrs & Under Boys
9yrs & Under Girls
9yrs & Under Boys
10yrs & Under Girls
10yrs & Under Boys
11yrs & Under Girls
11yrs & Under Boys
12yrs & Over Girls
12yrs & Over Boys
12yrs & Under Girls
12 yrs & Under Boys
13yrs & Under Girls
13yrs & Under Boys
14yrs & Under Girls
14yrs & Under Boys
15yrs & Under Girls
15yrs & Under Boys
16yrs & Under Girls
16yrs & Under Boys
17yrs & Open Girls
17yrs & Open Boys

Age Champion
Siena Goulding
Treyton Muirhead
Astrid Carter
Ari David-Stern
Alana Hill
Archie Reid
Caitlyn Mock
Rhys Stevens
Melody Grace
Jay Curtis
Giaan Tippet
Elios Ibanez-Hara
Lara Atfield
Brant Clubb
Daisy Colbridge
Jamey Flockhart
Luna Ibanez-Hara
Murray Colbridge
Abby Fowler
Harry Pozzi
Cara Wenck
Ky Rankin

State / National Representatives
Sport
Aquathon
Football
Basketball

Jonah Matthews
Callum Wenck
Daniel Statton

15yrs Girls & Boys

Abbie Curtis & Murray Colbridge

Water Polo

Thea Sørensen

Ella Goddard & Harry Pozzi
Cara Wenck & Flynn Martin

MTB
Basketball
Athletics
Hockey
Swimming

Joel Sutherland
Chantelle O'Reilly
Abby Fowler
Layla Parker
Thomas Chen

Swimming
Swimming
Gymnastics

Leah Snelling
Jacinta Kome
Poppy Loveridge

Aquathon - Junior
Willow Jones & Cameron Ezard
Hana Shimizu & Brodie Biskupski
Poppy Loveridge & Archie Reid
Alyssa Atfield & Luke Berther
Ruby Colbridge & Jonah Matthews

Sports Team Results
Team & Result
Senior Interschool Swimming - 2nd
Senior Interschool Cross-Country (TCS) - 1st
Senior Interschool Athletics (TCS) - 2nd
Senior Interschool Surf Lifesaving - 2nd
Hockey - S3 and S4 - 2nd
Netball- Div 1 Res & Div 4- 1st
Junior Interschool Cross Country - 1st
Football-U12 & U14- 2nd

Sport
Swimming
Swimming
Inline Hockey

WRS Swimming
WRS Cross-Country
WRS Athletics
WRS Triathlon
WRS Participation
WRS Overall Winner
Junior Overall Winner

Lara Atfield
Louis Bray
Elangi Cuttance
Andrew Maccoll
Abbie Curtis
Riley Madder
Abby Fowler
Steven Li
Cara Wenck
Kaelan Leszczewicz

Representative

Olympic Change Maker Award

Joel Sutherland & Layla Parker

Senior Students

Sportspersons of the Year
Junior Girl
Junior Boy
Year 7 - 10 Girl
Year 7 - 10 Boy
Senior Secondary Girl
Senior Secondary Boy

Alana Hill
Archie Reid
Daisy Colbridge
Murray Colbridge
Abby Fowler
Flynn Martin

Trinity Day Events

Winning House
Leichhardt
Leichhardt
Leichhardt
Leichhardt
Mulligan
Leichhardt
Kennedy

Mackenzie Stevens
Elios Ibanez-Hara

Ella Goddard
Flynn Martin
Max Telford

Interhouse Competition
Event

Age Champion
Siena Goulding
Treyton Muirhead
Gypsy Malyon
Max Ogilvie-McLellan
Alana Hill
Archibald Reid
Imogen Green
Charlie Barker-Ré
Ruby Colbridge
Hugo Loveridge

State / National Representatives

Representative

16yrs Girls & Boys
17yrs Girls & Boys
U8 Girls & Boys
U9 Girls & Boys
U10 Girls & Boys
U11 Girls & Boys
U12 Girls & Boys

Athletics
Category
8yrs & Under Girls
8yrs & Under Boys
9yrs & Under Girls
9yrs & Under Boys
10yrs & Under Girls
10yrs & Under Boys
11yrs & Under Girls
11yrs & Under Boys
12yrs & Over Girls
12yrs & Over Boys
12yrs & Under Girls
12 yrs & Under Boys
13yrs & Under Girls
13yrs & Under Boys
14yrs & Under Girls
14yrs & Under Boys
15yrs & Under Girls
15yrs & Under Boys
16yrs & Under Girls
16yrs & Under Boys
17yrs & Open Girls
17yrs & Open Boys

JUNIOR

Cross-Country

Age Champion

SENIOR

SENIOR

JUNIOR

Swimming
Category
8yrs & Under Girls
8yrs & Under Boys
9yrs & Under Girls
9yrs & Under Boys
10yrs & Under Girls
10yrs & Under Boys
11yrs & Under Girls
11yrs & Under Boys
12yrs & Over Girls
12yrs & Over Boys
12yrs & Under Girls
12 yrs & Under Boys
13yrs & Under Girls
13yrs & Under Boys
14yrs & Under Girls
14yrs & Under Boys
15yrs & Under Girls
15yrs & Under Boys
16yrs & Under Girls
16yrs & Under Boys
17yrs & Open Girls
17yrs & Open Boys

Category
Lower Senior Girls Dash
Lower Senior Boys Dash
Middle Senior Girls Dash
Middle Senior Boys Dash
Upper Senior Girls Dash
Upper Senior Boys Dash
WRS Tug-O-War
WRS Dash Overall

Winner
Lara Atfield
Lachlan Adams
Chantelle O'Reilly
Murray Colbridge
Abby Fowler
Kaelan Leszczewicz
Leichhardt
Leichhardt

TAS Sport Team Best & Fairest Awards
Team

Winner

Team

Winner

Team

Winner

Hockey S4

Ella Greenwood

Hockey S3
Hockey S2
Football U14
Football U12
Football U16

Elangi Cuttance
Maya Shepherd
Gregory Critchley
Jay Curtis & Ryan Goodfellow
Edward Dziov

Football JSS Boys
Football JSS Girls
Surf Lifesaving

Callum Wenck
Holly Brislan
Ella Goddard

Football
Nathan Paull

Jamie Gosling Football Academy
Cristian Couto

Hockey
Ron Tippet

Terry Brodin - Head Coach
Orla Watts

Rugby
Ben Rauter

Justin Brown - Head Coach
Ben Allen

Naldo Campos
Diego Piquerez
Jamie Gosling
Gitte Galea

Alex Russell
Naldo Campos
Sander Muskee
Sharon Kildal

John Pirie
Stuart Kelly
Kylie Bird
Craig Gillard
Billy Brown

Simon Overton & Jai Tooley

Tammy Berther
David Long
John Winkel
Elizabeth Reeves
Tahlia Middleton
Richard Rellis

David Norton
Michele Rix
Sean Johnston
Michael Dewhurst
Ayton Russell

Sailing

Jill Shepherd
Jody Middleton
Vanessa Stone
Will Bryceson
Charlotte Middleton
Harry Pozzi
Kathy King

Netball

Triathlon

Michael Haseldine - Head Coach
Duncan Todd

Elisa Robati - Head Coach
Rachel Campion
Tenielle Massey

Netball-Topaz
Netball-Emeralds
Netball - Taipans
Netball - Tigers
Netball- Dragons
Netball JSS Girls
Chess - KBJ
Chess - WRJ
Chess - WRS

Georgia Mann
Marajor Michael
Carleena Robati
Amy Statton
Lexie Hope
Lexie Timmins
Jonah Matthews
Joanna Chen
Matthew Robertson

Basketball JSS Girls
Basketball JSS Boys
Volleyball JSS Girls
Volleyball JSS Boys
Touch Football JSS Boys
Touch Football JSS Girls
AFL JSS Boys
Cricket
Sailing - Seniors

Bella Bragg
Sean O'Reilly
Aurelia Wood
Isaac Burton
William Holt
Maegan Berther
Daniel Statton
Matthew Smart
Fletcher Le Sueur

TAS Sport Team Coaches & Managers

Swimming
Troy Gazzola
Doug Telford
Dionne Cotrel

Trinitas 2019

Duncan Todd -

Shannon Saunders
Jackie Cox

Director of Swimming
Rochelle Andrews
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AQUATIC CENTRE
The TAS Aquatic Centre continues to improve
year after year. While 2018 saw a refresh of
our coaching team, with the arrival of Dionne
Cotrel and Troy Gazzola, 2019 has been about
facility upgrades. Thanks to the hard work
of the swimming club, our centre is now only
the second facility north of Townsville to have
state of the art, FINA approved racing blocks.
Together with our new lane ropes, the pool is
looking almost as good as our results.
Our swimmers are once again Long Course
Regional Champions, Short Course Regional
Champions and the top state team in our region.
In March our swimmers dominated the Long
Course Regional Championships winning
the girls points competition, the boys points
competition and the relay competition. It was
a procession of TAS swimmers on the podium.
We repeated the feat in August at the Short
Course Championships where 7 swimmers
were crowned age-champion and a generous
handful more were runners-up.

group of freshly minted competitive swimmers.
His passion and enthusiasm ensures that our
swim team has a strong future ahead while TAS
Swimming continues to dominate the region
now.
Not content with having the most successful
swimmers in the region, the TAS Aquatic
Centre has been busy pushing swimming as
a sport forward. Working in tandem with the
swimming club, this year saw the introduction
of the Swim FanTAStic Series, an innovative
new competitive format designed to introduce
a robust team competition while recognising
swimmers not only for their speed but also for
their skills. The new approach to racing shifts the
focus for swimmers and rewards competitors
both for swimming fast and for swimming well
while emphasising the team in a traditionally
individual sport. The series is giving swimmers
more opportunities to race, more opportunities
to improve and more opportunities to win prizes.
We are confident that the new Swim FanTAStic
Series will transform the sport in our region
moving forward.

This season will see our biggest ever teams
compete at both the State Championships in
Brisbane and the National Championships in Finally, our great results and quality staff are
contributing to a growing reputation with other
Perth.
schools in the area as the go-to destination
In June, the Australian Women’s Water Polo for swimming in Cairns. This is reflected in the
Team, the Stingers, called our pool home for increased number of local schools asking us to
two weeks immediately prior to this year’s teach their students how to swim.
World Championships in Korea. Training twice
a day, often late into the night, the team put the As ever, I would like to thank my awesome team;
finishing touches on their preparation here in Dionne, Troy, Rachelle and Mel as well as the
our school pool. In Korea the Australian Team many parent volunteers from TAS Swimming
broke their medal-winning drought to take home who contribute their valuable time and energy
the bronze. We look forward to welcoming them on a daily basis.
back again next year in the lead-up to the Tokyo
Mr Duncan Todd
Olympics.
Director of Swimming
At the other end of the spectrum, our Learn to
Swim classes are booming. Total enrolments
are already up by more than 40% with three hot
months to go until year’s end. This will easily
be our most successful year to date and is a
reflection of the hard work Dionne and Rachelle
are putting into the LTS program.
Those bigger numbers have been bubbling up
to our squads where Troy has taken the reins
with our younger swimmers and forged a strong
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CHESS
The Far North Queensland Interschool Chess
Tournaments were held in the Bishop Centre
Terms 1, 2 and 3. It was pleasing to see so many
students enjoying the challenges of chess with
such enthusiasm and contributing to their team.
Dedication, preparation, higher-order thinking and
good sportsmanship were applied and rewarded
with awesome results.
TAS WRJ Qu: Lucas Qu, Joanna Chen, Jack
O’Neill, Angela Xiang and TAS WRJ Nguyen:
James Nguyen, Liam O’Shea, Pragyan Pandey
and Ryan Goodfellow have qualified to play in the
State Finals in Brisbane. We will also send two
WRJ Girls teams TAS WRJ Chen: Joanna Chen,
Angela Xiang, Melody Grace, Caitlyn Mock and
TAS WRJ Ulm: Poppy Ulm, Nyla Harris, Georgia
Mann, Matilda Hancock to compete in the Girls
State Finals.

They are now officially Queensland Regional
Champions and runner up State Champions.
At the Queensland Interschool Open State Finals,
TAS Chess players had a wonderful Open State
tournament and were announced as Regional
Champions and finished in 7th place overall in
the state out of 40 teams.
Thank you to all the students, staff, families and
friends that have supported and encouraged
chess this year.
Special congratulations to all students who made
their debut in 2019.
The benefits of chess are awesome!

Mr David Long
Chess Coach

At the Queensland Girls State Final held in
Brisbane, the TAS Girls Chess teams finished
2nd in Premier Division and 2nd in Open Division.
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DALRYMPLE DOLPHINS
For the Dalrymple Dolphins, 2019 has been a
year which has certainly lived up to the motto:
UNITED THROUGH SPIRIT. It was with much
sadness that in the early part of Term 1, we
learnt that our beloved Miss P had passed
away. While this loss was felt deeply by all, the
students of Dalrymple supported each other
during this time and rallied around one another.
Miss P’s influence will never be forgotten and
her memory will live on within our hearts.

at an outstanding level with students putting
themselves forward to events that they may
have not been comfortable in. These acts of
participation is what makes the Dalrymple
house such a strong community.

Beginning with a chapel service to celebrate
the school’s 37th birthday, Trinity Day is a way
for the house to meet emerging students and
participate in numerous activities. Rather wet, it
was great to see so many students participate
House Day was an exciting way to introduce in the dash and use their strength in the Tug-onew students and reconnect with fellow war, of which Dalrymple was quite successful.
dolphins. Whether it was trying to break new In Term 3, Dalrymple house made their way to
records on the mat racer or laze about in the the pool for the annual and unique, Interhouse
pools of Sugar World, the morning was enjoyed Triathlon. The Dalrymple dolphins were pushed
by all. Returning back to school in the afternoon, to the extremes by swimming, riding and
the house was greeted with a sausage sizzle, running. It was great seeing the amount of spirit
organised by the year 12’s and Dr Ezard. and encouragement that the house gave and
Furthermore, the house learnt cheers, played the effort involved in this competition.
dodgeball and participated in team building
activities. Overall, house day was certainly the A very well-prepared speech goes along way.
Our public speakers and debaters were a
best kickstart to 2019.
credit to everyone in the house, thank you for
As the Term 1 progressed, the Interhouse putting in the hard yards! Not only that, but I
Swimming Carnival was fast approaching. It was astounded by the willingness and level
was tradition that Dalrymple won the cheering of collaboration each team had prior to the
competition at this event as we held a 4-year competition. In these unique events, it is always
winning streak. Coming second wasn’t the impressive to see students step outside of their
desired outcome we hoped to achieve, but this comfort zone and support the house in every
did not hold back our success in the swimming. way possible.
Somehow, we dolphins aren’t famous for
swimming, but this year was phenomenal. The shortest term of the year, Term 4, hosts
The whole house pushed through injuries, one of most enthralling interhouse carnivals of
nerves and the dreaded butterfly event with the year. The Interhouse Singing Competition!
the three core values of motivation, spirit and Dalrymple has been prepped by the Year 11’s
participation. It also needs to be recognised that with great choreography and gave their all in
many individuals stepped out of their comfort this final celebration of the year.
zones to participate for the house.
This year, the dolphins certainly faced some
The next event the dolphins faced was Cross challenges that made us reflect beyond carnival
Country. This notorious event is known for performance. The most amazing thing was
pushing the limits of both your physical and that no matter was circumstance we faced, we
mental state. It was great to see the whole house still gave a tremendous amount of motivation,
come together, encouraging and supporting spirit and level of participation into every house
each other on a painful and blisteringly hot day. event. Well done Dalrymple, and best of luck for
2020! LETS GET FIRED UP!!!
One of the most competitive carnivals, the
Athletics Carnival, was a time for the dolphins
Ky Rankin
to put their running, jumping and throwing
skills to the test. There were numerous
House Captain 2019
achievements and house spirit was once again
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KENNEDY CROCODILES
Kennedy has always and continues to hold students displayed outstanding leadership skills
family as our central motive. We strive for in teaching the House. As a result, we never
success and are victorious as a family.
missed a beat to “Can’t Stop This Feeling” and
our performance was exemplary for “Uptown
Term 1 kicked off our busy school year with a Girl”.
splash at our annual House day. Crocs new
and old got to participate in fantastic house Our House has not let us down all year, putting an
bonding activities, as well as spend half the day amazing effort and making 2019 a memorable
at Sugarworld; enjoying a refreshing morning of year of victory and success together, as a
watermelon and waterslides. The crocs wasted family. There is no doubt that the leaders of
no time drying off, getting ready to jump straight 2020 will continue Kennedy’s tradition of spirit
into the pool for the Swimming Carnival. We and commitment to the House.
showed our spirit marching into the aquatic
centre to the tune of “Glory Glory” and swam
our hearts out, with a few of our crocs receiving
Stella Dziov, Jason Nguyen,
fantastic results, placing on the podium and
Layna Stapleton
achieving new PBs. The day concluded with our
House Captains 2019
cheering competition which the Kennedy family
participated in wholeheartedly. To conclude the
term, we showcased our endurance, dedication
and motivation in the Interschool Cross Country
Carnival.
Term 2 tested our family as we braced ourselves
for the strenuous term ahead. The crocs
participated in the Interhouse Athletics Carnival
to the best of their ability, with everyone helping
to fill in the events and volunteering in the
absence of some ill members of the house. Their
spirit and efforts were boundless, carrying over
to the Trinity Day events. Crocs participating in
the Tug-o-War and dash received cheers from
their dutiful supporters. The term concluded
with teams of students debating varying topics
against opposing teams. All participants did
incredibly and achieved phenomenal results.
Term 3 began to ease us into the end of the
year with only two house events scheduled. The
triathlon had some of the highest participation
for Kennedy all year, displaying our spirit and
eagerness to take on the challenge. We did
remarkably and are proud of our family for
participating to the best of their ability. We
finished the term by watching six of our brave
crocs compete in public speaking. We truly
excelled, with our exceptional students placing
in the top three within each age group.
Term 4 was the finale to our busy year with the
Interschool Singing Competition. Our Year 11
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LEICHHARDT LIONS
Term 1 commenced at a cracking pace with
new and returning students engaged in House
Day. The morning was spent introducing the
new Lions of the Pride to the traditions, values
and culture of Leichhardt House. The day was
topped off by spending an enjoyable afternoon
on the Sugarworld Water Slides. A few weeks
later and the House was ‘in the swim of things’ at
the first interhouse competition of the year, the
swimming carnival. Considering felines do not
particularly like water, the Pride did a stunning
job, winning the overall trophy for the first time
in living memory. There were outstanding
performances from every Lion, but particularly
Leichhardt House’s U14 Girls Medley Relay
Team and the U14 Girls 10 x 50 Freestyle Relay
Team who broke ten year old records. The
latter by an astonishing seventeen seconds.
The entire house could indeed be proud of their
house spirit and competitive performances on
this day. Soon after shaking the water from our
golden coats, we were up and running in the
Interhouse Cross-Country Carnival. Our DNA
developed from generations of running on the
Savannah Plains held the Pride in good stead
with the House finishing ahead of the pack.
Thank you to the Leichhardt House Tutors for
the now accustomed Taco Celebratory Lunch.
On the last day of term, Leichhardt House’s
nine debating teams matched their knowledge,
cunning and wit against the other houses. The
House could not have felt better represented
by our courageous twenty-seven debates,
finishing a commendable third place overall.
Term 2 was ‘action packed’. First event was
the Interhouse Athletics Carnival. Every Lion
ran, jumped and threw with every ounce of
their physical fibre and house spirit. The
collective contribution of every Lion in the Pride
again resulted in Leichhardt House taking the
top spot. Ever conscious of our roles and
responsibilities in our regional community,
Leichhardt House hosted this year’s Biggest
Morning Tea in support of the Cancer Council.
This event was generously supported by the
entire TAS community, reaching our sizable
goal for funds raised. Trinity Day was quickly
upon us and Leichhardt House was prepared
with dash runner and Tug-o-War participants
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at the ready. Our Dashers, demonstrating zip
and endurance, exceeded all expectations,
winning this event of the day. Immediately our
attention turned to the hotly contested Tug-oWar competitions.
Leichhardt House fielded three of its’ strongest
teams ever, placing second in the Year 9/10
Category and winning the Year7/8 and Year
11/12 Categories. With House Spirit at an alltime high, our signature event approached…
The Triathlon.
Term 3, the penultimate term for 2019 was
headlined by the Interhouse Triathlon. The
Triathlon is typically an eagerly anticipated
event for the members of Leichhardt House
— this year proving no different. It was a fun
(although challenging) day for many. The Lions
swam, cycled and ran with determination and
resolve to take out this gruelling event; we could
not have been more proud of every Lion. To
conclude the term, six of our bravest and most
accomplished speakers represented the House
in the Public Speaking Competition. Again,
our speakers performed admirably, finishing
second overall.
Term 4. Now we have reached the final term
for 2019. At the time of writing, the year 12’s are
counting down to their final school day, and the
House is preparing for the years final interhouse
event, the Singing Competition.
The House’s chosen song is George Ezra’s
‘Shotgun’ and the set song is Billy Joel’s
‘Uptown Girl’. The Year 11’s stepped up to the
plate and led the House through choreography
and vocals. We have treasured every moment
of this year, but as with all good things, it must
come to an end. Thank you to everyone for an
amazing year that we will never forget, each
and every member of Leichhardt house has a
special place in our heart—

Ariana Stones and Joel Sutherland
House Captains 2019
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MULLIGAN MUSTANGS
House, with Triathlon happening in week 3. On
the day the House performed incredibly well
taking the Dragonheart Trophy for participation
and securing a hard-earned second place for
the overall event. There were many instances
of House commitment being shown around
Triathlon; one such case where a student didn’t
have a bike but rather than give up and do a
We started the first of our Interhouse team event he committed and found a bike at
competitions, being the Swimming Carnival the last minute and completed the full event.
and Cheering Competition, full of vim and At the conclusion of the Triathlon the house’s
vigour. Dressed in our ‘tropical’ shirts and tinted focus turned to Singing Competition and Public
glasses, we gave it our all during the cheering Speaking. The Interhouse Public Speaking
and came away with a win! Unfortunately, Competition consists of three age categories;
we just scraped behind Leichhardt in the Year 7-8, 9-10 and 11-12, with one boy and one
Swimming Competition, coming away with girl speaking in each category. Overall for each
second place overall. However, the team category Mulligan took 1st place for 7-8, 2nd for
effort and spirit showed a promising start to 9-10 and 1st again for 11-12 with a first place
our #YearoftheMustangs. Next up was Cross- overall highlighting the commitment and spirit
Country where even though we didn’t win, we of the individuals within the House.
were so proud of everybody who participated Singing Competition is the last Interhouse event
and crossed that finish line for the House.
of the year and is when the Year 11 students get
As 2019 comes to a close, we have been
reflecting back on the amazing year Mulligan
has had. We began the year with the House
Day at Sugar World, which was a great bonding
experience for all of our old and new Mustangs.
We bonded over tutor group activities, races
on the slides, and our shared love for a good
Aussie snag.

We began Term 2 with a spring in our step and
ready for the intense term ahead. The first event
was the House favourite, the Athletics Carnival.
Many people came with sparkling faces and
hair to show off the glitter theme. Everyone had
a chance to get involved; whether it be longdistance running, sprints, throwing or even
jumping events. Finishing the event with a
close second just behind Leichhardt again, we
left the event sore but still with smiles on our
faces from the amazing effort everyone put
in. We marched on with the same spirit into
the Trinity Day Events with the whole House
cheering on the courageous ‘Trinity Day Dash’
students and the tough ‘Tug-o-War’ teams. The
last competition for the term was the Debating
Competition, where 27 brave Mulligan students
from Years 7 to 12 faced off against the other
three houses. All students within the House,
particularly the Year 12 students, helped out
by assisting in writing sections for the debate,
doing intense research, and coming up with
some catchy slogans. The overall results were
a two-way tie between us (the Mighty Mulligan
Mustangs), and Dalrymple.
Term 3 began with intense preparation from the
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the opportunity to showcase their leadership
skills by selecting a song, and leading the
choreography and vocals for both the set song
and the house’s chosen song. The set song
and chosen songs this year were ‘Uptown Girl’
by Billie Joel and ‘I Want it That Way’ by the
Backstreet Boys. Singing Competition provides
a unique challenge for the Year 11 students to
step up, however, the House always performs
their best on the day of the competition and this
year is no exception.
As both Seniors and the 2019 House Captains,
we would like to say how proud we are to be
in Mulligan and of the spirited students in the
Mustang family. We would also like to extend
our gratitude to all of the amazing teachers
who guided us and cheered us on along the
way, particularly the mighty Mr Haseldine. We
are confident the future for Mulligan is looking
bright and we can’t wait to hear what’s next to
come, as this year has definitely been one for
the history books.

Sarah Wonnacott and
Alexander Swanston
House Captains 2019
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SENIOR COHORT

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS
MATHEMATICS

congratulated for their tireless efforts in making
sure that the transition was as smooth as
The TAS Mathematics Faculty farewelled one possible so our senior students have the best
of its favourite sons at the end of the 2018 possible opportunities to fulfil their academic
school year, as Mr Ron Tippet retired, after potential at secondary school and beyond.
more than twenty-five years of valued service Staff set about planning new units of work
to the school. Over these many years, Ron and assessment items to be approved by
has inspired and informed the mathematical the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment
achievement and mastery of countless Authority, while students began to understand
many students, particularly in the senior year the need to retain knowledge for longer periods
levels. His enormous depth of knowledge and of time. In 2020, our first group of Year 12
enthusiasm for mathematics will be greatly students will share the new experience with
missed, as will his many extra services he was their colleagues across the entire state. This
always so willing to provide. From volunteering is an extremely busy, but exciting time in the
his time to engrave calculators, to individual history of education in this Queensland.
conferencing after exams, to making sure
No sooner had we farewelled the graduates
the younger TAS students began with a solid
of 2018, whose academic achievements
grounding in hockey fundamentals, Ron has
were again outstanding, that we embarked
certainly been a very big part of TAS and a
on another exciting year that has been 2019.
very valued member of staff. We are happy to
Early in the year, students in Years 7 and 9
say that he can still regularly be seen around
attended enrichment days hosted by the QCAA
Cairns, from the markets to the esplanade to
(Queensland Association of Mathematics
the hockey grounds, and most fortunately when
Teachers) at a neighbouring school, during
he comes back to TAS to do supply teaching.
which presenters from James Cook University,
We always welcome the sight of Ron and his
Central Queensland University and technology
happy and caring approach. We sincerely thank
companies were among several providers who
you Ron – it has been an absolute pleasure to
hosted workshops on the days, allowing student
work alongside such a genuine gentleman and
to experience extension activities that stretched
a fountain of mathematical knowledge.
their mathematical thinking to well outside the
With the departure of Mr Tippet, we welcomed regular quadrilateral. Although places were
three new members of staff, with Mr Handa limited, students who attended thoroughly
and Mr MacDermott joining us in Term One enjoyed the experience and we look forward
and Mr Leroy in Term Three. They all settled in to sending more students to such activities in
very quickly and have begun making valuable coming years.
contributions to the mathematics faculty.
Following our recent appearance at the State
This year, staff were faced with the challenge Finals in 2017, we once again competed in the
of implementing the new senior SATE-ATAR QAMT Year 7/8 Mathematics Quiz. Our team
system in Year 11, while ensuring that our included Year 8 students, Myuri Gopalapillai and
final group of Year 12 students to obtain an Yuri O’Halloran who, along with Year 7 student
OP maintained their focus on that goal. The Liam Barnett, toiled hard but narrowly missed
transition from one tertiary admission process out on progressing to Round Two. Thanks also
to the next ensured that 2019 would be another go Amber Robinson who trained hard as part
very busy year for the staff of the mathematics of the team but was struck down by illness on
faculty and they are to be thanked and the day of the competition, with Yuri stepping in
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as a last minute replacement. Although slightly
disappointed with our result, we can be assured
that TAS will be back in 2020 with another
enthusiastic Quiz team.

students competing in 2020. Congratulations
go not only to all students who competed, but to
all TAS students who keep striving to improve
their ability in mathematics.

TAS students continued to excel in the ICAS
Mathematics competition, with many of our
students being recognised for their very
high achievements. One of the highlights
in mathematics this year, however, was the
phenomenal number of students who entered
the Australian Mathematics Competition. On
Thursday, August 1st, a staggering 76 students
sat in the Bishop Centre to compete in a
completely optional activity, which illustrates the
extent of enthusiasm that TAS students show
for mathematics and is truly inspirational to staff
in the maths faculty. The number of entrants has
increased every year in the past six years, but
this year was a massive jump up in numbers
and we hope to see just as many or even more

Every week, we see students taking advantage
of the extra help and tutorial opportunities
provided by the mathematics staff at TAS and
while students continue to demonstrate the
desire to be their best, we can be sure that TAS
teachers will keep doing their best to support
them. Thanks to the mathematics staff for all
their hard work during this past year. It has been
a stressful year, but an exciting and rewarding
one. We look forward to another busy year in
2020

Trinitas 2019

Mr Mark Pacey
Head of Faculty, Mathematics
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Congratulations to the winning team and to the
other tutor groups for their spirited and goodHow quickly the year has passed in what has natured participation.
been a successful, incredibly busy, not to Monday had us hosting WRJ Year 3-6 students
mention challenging 2019 for Trinity Anglican who rotated through biology, chemistry and
School Science Faculty. Our students have physics activities and demonstrations. On
produced some outstanding results and Tuesday our Year 7 cohort headed to the
they have enjoyed a wide variety of learning Cairns Aquarium for the morning whilst Year
experiences.
9 students rotated through sessions involving
Our Year 9/10 STEM class performed admirably some amazing drones, coding and electronics.
at the FNQ Science and Engineering Challenge On Wednesday our Year 11 and 12 students
at the beginning of Term 2. Eight activities saw listened to a presentation by Dr Phillip Musemeci
students working in teams to design, create and on space junk and lasers and the astronomy
test a variety of objects and each was subject to evening was well attended by members of
specific conditions and requirements. Flat-Pack the TAS Community. Biology students were
involved the design and construction of a model awed by Dr Alex Loukas who presented them
table and chair able to support the weight of with highlights of his research into parasitic
Ginger and Spot, the family pets. The furniture worms on Thursday morning, whilst the Year 10
needed to be cost effective in order to generate cohort rotated through coding and electronics
a profit when put into production. Grasping at sessions. In one of these sessions, students
straws had students designing and building each built a solar powered light. These will be
a ‘bionic hand’ from PVC pipe, string, straws, sent to students in villages where they have
and timber coffee stirrers. Each group then no electricity, in countries including Papua
assessed the effectiveness of their construction New Guinea. The Round Square Committee
in several tests. Helter Skelter Shelter required contributed significant funds towards this
construction of a tall earthquake-proof tower activity. The final day of STEM week saw the
using only basic materials, sound engineering Year 8 cohort take their turn with a half day of
principles, and ingenuity. At the end of the bridge-building using paddle pop sticks and
session, the towers were put to the test on glue. Mr Sjogren provided students with some
an earthquake simulator. Return to Mars fundamental engineering advice to get them
involved the construction of a vehicle to quickly started and there was a wonderful spirit of
transverse an undulating surface using rubber cooperation and teamwork evident within the
groups.
bands for the suspension system.
The STEM class also attended the Cairns
STEM Fair, held at St Mary’s during National
Science Week, where they showcased their
amazing project on biodiesel.
This year at TAS, National Science Week
morphed into National STEM Week, with a
program that involved all students on some
level. The third Interhouse Tutor Group Science
Trivia Quiz was a very close contest, won by
Mulligan (MALA) by the narrowest of margins.
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Fieldwork remains an important part of the
science curriculum. Year 12 Biology students
enjoyed a fabulous day at the Holloways
Beach Environmental Education Centre, where
they enhanced their knowledge of ecology
and mangrove communities, improved their
observational skills and participated in quadrat
sampling. Year 11 Marine Biology students
participated in several field excursions which
included a day out at the reef during STEM
week.

TAS

Year 7 and 8 students were also treated to
an entertaining science presentation from Dr
Andrew Stephenson and his team from the
University of Queensland.
This year has been a particularly challenging
one as our teachers have grappled with
significant changes in curriculum and
assessment in senior subjects. I would like to
thank the incredibly dedicated and supportive
members of the Science Faculty for their hard
work throughout this exceptionally busy time.
I wish all members of the TAS community and
their families a safe and joyous festive season.

Ms Kerry Moyer
Head of Faculty, Science
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DRAMA @ WRS
The magic of theatre is that it has the power
to transform an audience, an individual, or en
masse; to transform them and give them an
epiphanal experience that changes their life,
opens their hearts and their minds, and the way
they think and view the world.
– Brian Stokes Mitchell, actor.

dramatic elements, and consolidate this in more
refined performance work. Now with a focus
on dramatic style, students were able to tailor
their performance techniques to accommodate
the ever-humorous outcomes of Comedy and
Clowning. They developed and presented their
own skits that demonstrated their ability to adapt
characterisation and timing for a particular
purpose within this style of performance. This
was then contrasted in Term 2, when students
enjoyed the darkness and mystery of the
Witches of Macbeth in their Gothic Theatre
unit. Similarly, they were required to adapt
basic acting and production techniques for the
suitability of the dramatic style.

2019 has certainly been a year of transformation
and reformation, and with that, both challenges
and triumphs. With the introduction and
influence of the new QCE and General Syllabus,
all students have engaged in inquiry-focused
learning that explores the theatrical forms and
modes of practice. Led by a prominent and
passionate senior group, drama students across
the year levels have risen to the demands and Students in Years 9 and 10 were offered a
versatile course of study this year, with the
complexities of this transition.
opportunity to create, present and reflect on
We were once again led and inspired by works that appeal to different audiences for
extremely
accomplished
and
talented different reasons. Term 1 allowed students to
performers and directors this year, in a number address and comment on prominent social
of workshops that catered our Year 7 to 12 issues through Collage Drama. The focus
Drama program. The junior students were shifted in Term 2 to a more entertaining and
lucky to share in the playful workings of Clint amusing mode of performance, as students
Bolster from Homunculus Theatre Company, travelled out to the Kewarra Beach Campus
honing their comedy and clowning skills, and to present a devised production for the junior
developing their confidence and intuition. Senior school students. Children’s Theatre became
students were even luckier to have been guided a favourite for our aspiring dramatists, as
by two of Australia’s most renowned and leading processes and performance skills were learnt,
artists, from Grin & Tonic Theatre Troupe, Kellie refined and reflected. Semester 2 continued to
Lazarus and Jason Klarwein. Their expertise provide students with the opportunity to create
and passion propelled our students to further and collaborate in a space that offered very
appreciate the importance of the platform that little restrictions. Term 3 allowed students to
theatre provides in conversation and advocacy. go beyond the world they know, in a Magical
The Year 7 and 8 students were immersed in the Realism unit, where they were able to apply
foundations of Drama, with a strong focus on their understanding of the merge between the
the introduction of the elements of Drama. Year magical and real. Term Four capped off the
7 were required to demonstrate their knowledge year with a unit designed to solely put students
and understanding of dramatic practice in on the spot. Through a heavily practical
performances; Twisted Fairy Tales showed regime, students developed and refined their
characters in a new light, including the Big Bad performance skills and their ability to collaborate
Wolf and Goldie Locks, while the Choreography in an instant, through improvisation.
allowed us to enjoy world-renowned characters Where opportunity allowed for it, the senior
and songs from Matilda, Mary Poppins and Drama students enjoyed shared experiences
Annie. We have been both entertained and and activities, despite their individual courses
impressed by the calibre of work produced by and tasks. A difficult year to balance and refine
our youngest group. Year Eight students were the concurrent delivery of two very different
encouraged to take their prior knowledge of the
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syllabi, these students embraced the change
and masterfully navigated their way through.
The focus for the Year 11 students has
shifted within the new syllabus, where form
and theory of dramatic practice now lays the
foundation of their learning. Unit 1 required
students to experiment with and manipulate
the various modes of storytelling, emphasising
the importance of shared understanding of the
human experience. Leading into Unit 2 was
seamless, as students were then required to
demonstrate understanding of the importance
of reflecting on lived experiences, and authentic
representation on stage through Realism. At
the end of this year, students have commenced
Year 12 studies, beginning with Unit 3. They
will investigate styles that are united by social
commentary and that question the world we
live in, to advocate change within social and
political contexts.
Year 12 students, although a small group,
have made a lasting impression on the Drama
program here at Trinity Anglican School. The
level of professionalism, innovation and talent
that these three students have exhibited this
year is a testament to their determination and
ability. In Semester 1, students engaged with
the realist style, demonstrating authenticity and
representation of realities, in both performance

Trinitas 2019

work and creating. In their second and final
semester of senior Drama, students have
exercised their understanding of the world and
societal constructs, through political theatre.
Engaging with the complex and unconventional
work of Bertolt Brecht and Samuel Beckett,
they have both created and presented pieces
that make comment on the human experience,
and challenge the ideals of existentialism.
As competent and now refined artists, their
presence and sheer devotion to the Drama
course will be greatly missed.
2019 has been an intense and surprising year,
with lots of changes now starting to take form.
I am incredibly proud of my students who have
proven to be capable and diligent artists, as
they withstand the continuing evolution of the
senior course. They embrace the opportunity
and challenge of transformation with rigor and
enthusiasm. 2020 will prove to be an even
mightier beast, and I am confident that our
students will succeed.

Miss Shannon Saunders
Drama Teacher
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VISUAL ART @ WRS
Visual Art is a creative form whose products are
to be appreciated by sight. Art instruction helps
students with the development of motor skills,
language skills, social skills, decision-making,
risk-taking and innovation. Visual Arts teach
students about colour, layout, perspective and
balance, all techniques that are necessary in
presentations of academic work. 2019 did all of
this and more.

Oil painting is like the ‘Christmas’ of elective art,
with students exploring this fabulous medium
through still life and landscape genres. Painting
tips and mentorship was learnt through a
workshop with local artist, Andrea Huelin.
Year 11 were excellent artists considering their
course this year marked the beginning of the
new SATE system. Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 were
handled with confident experimentation and
creative thinking which began with a material
and technique workshop with John Eaton from
Oxlades. Four students became exhibiting
artists, and our first site stimulus to Rusty’s
Markets was a perfect introduction to the new
course structure.

Year 7 drawing and painting highlighted
some excellent skills using self-portraiture
as their learning platform. From stippling and
crosshatching using a tortillon, to palette knives
and impasto for painting, students embraced the
challenge to develop techniques and artworks
in order to create images of themselves that Year 12 students were like the three musketeers,
stemmed from both realism and abstraction.
a small but mighty team that enjoyed working
Year 8 proved to be the cohort with determination. independently in their side studio space for the
Having to tackle the creation of a ‘body of work’ final year of the authority syllabus. This year
(two artworks using two different mediums) is the last time students at TAS will create two
for the first time was not a problem for these bodies of work through the Visual Literacy,
strong-minded artists. Charcoal drawings and Application and Appraising dimensions. All
relief lino prints were constructed based on a three students had an artwork displayed at the
personal totem to explore indigenous culture ENERGY Exhibition at the Tanks, with Bethany
and identity. An artist talk by international and Thomson receiving an award.
locally known artist Brian Robinson was a Music is written so people can listen to it, Artist
delightful surprise for the students.
make art so that people can view it. This ideal
Year 9 elective Visual Art students excelled
this year. Both courses were enhanced by
full-day workshops at TAFE North, using
industry standard equipment for ceramics
and printmaking. The Aquarium was, again,
an excellent stimulus for the Marine unit for
ceramics, and the artist workshop with Hannah
Parker allowed students to produce exquisite
dry point etchings. The lino prints this year
were exceptional and four student works were
chosen to now be permanently displayed in the
conference room in the administration building
of the school.

is the foundation for the multiple exhibition
opportunities that we offer for our senior
students in Visual Art.
• Flame Exhibition (two students),
• Receive<Respond (four students selected),
• Creative Generations (three students),
• ENERGY Exhibition (nine students entered),
• Cairns Show Photography Competition
(eight students participated) and
• Cairns Show Wearable Art Competition.

Each year the artworks seem to evolve and
having the opportunity to nurture the students
and their creative thinking is the best part of
Year 10 saw a new venture for our wearable every day here in the Visual Art department at
artists, travelling to Mandurah in Perth to attend TAS.
the Wearable Art Showcase. The event was
inspiring, and with their theme of the future,
Ms Leanne Shead
students completed flamboyant work under the
Visual Arts Teacher
mentorship of Brisbane-based artist, Claudia
Williams, to enter and proudly wear their designs
at the Cairns Show Wearable Art Competition.
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CLASSROOM MUSIC @ WRS
“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to exercise in music literacy, with students wordthe mind, flight to the imagination and life to setting lyrics to a melody and chords, using
traditional notation.
Semester 2 students
everything.”
― Plato created a blues composition utilising a range
of instruments on Sibelius, and both cohorts
Senior School Classroom Music at TAS aims experienced using the GarageBand program
to develop students’ ability to express their for music composition and recording. Students
creativity through a sequence of performing, also responded to music they listen to by
composing and responding tasks throughout analysing the music elements to evaluate how
the secondary years. Once again, there were successfully the composers and/or performers
many opportunities this year for students to created mood and style; this knowledge then
shine.
influenced the students’ own performances and
Year 7 students worked together in groups to compositions.
create their own rhythmic performances inspired Year 11 were introduced to the new Senior
by “Stomp: Out Loud!” They utilised body Syllabus’ Units 1 and 2, Designs and Identity,
percussion and everyday items to compose and successfully completed the associated
and perform energetic rhythms to the rest of the performing and composing tasks.
The
class. Students also developed their individual Integrated Project task explored musical identity
keyboard playing skills and worked through a in an area of the students’ own interests, which
series of well-known pieces, which culminated uncovered some fascinating topics and allowed
in a class performance. They were introduced students to deepen their understanding of their
to the exciting composition possibilities of the chosen area of specialty.
software Soundtrap, which they used to create
their own music through a combination of Year 12 students worked industriously in their
final year as they delved into study of musical
instrumental loops and sound recordings.
“Innovators” and “Entertainers”. Musicology
Year 8 students were introduced to the guitar tasks allowed students to analyse and evaluate
and learned a variety of chords and strumming music from a wide range of styles and genres
patterns, in order to perform a piece of in-depth. Students created some excellent
their choice to the class. For their second compositions with individual flair and practised
performance they were able to choose their diligently to produce polished performances.
preferred instrument out of keyboard or guitar Students in both Year 11 and 12 enjoyed the
to further their skills. Students continued to opportunity to attend excellent live concerts
develop their music literacy through melody- by the NQ Chamber Orchestra and Opera
writing and composed their own riffs to chords Queensland at the Cairns Performing Arts
using the music notation software Noteflight.
Centre.
Year 9 and 10 combined classes enthusiastically This year the goal of developing creative
embraced the subject content and enjoyed the expression was again achieved and I continue
opportunities to further their performance skills to be amazed at the creativity, talent and efforts
on their chosen instrument or vocal specialty. of our TAS Music students. It is wonderful
Semester 1 students experienced an engaging to have the opportunity to help cultivate this
songwriting workshop with local musician Chris growth.
Wighton, and went on to compose their own
pop song with lyrics using the music notation
Mrs Melissa Coxon
software Sibelius. This was an excellent

Classroom Music Teacher
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TRINITARIANS 2019

Trinitarians | 2019
Back Row L - R

Kaelan Leszczewicz, Flynn Martin, Jason Herrmann, Jaydan Barry						
					
Front Row L - R

Austin Walsh, Sarah Wonnacott, Stella Dziov, Ariana Stones, Layna Stapleton, Jason Nguyen
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GRADUATING CLASS OF 2019

Back Row L - R

Hurlte Norris, Richard Robati, Caleb Robati
4th Row L - R

Joel Sutherland, Finn Russell, Flynn Martin, Sachith Panditha, Dwight Griffith, Navin Adikari
Mudiyanselage

3rd Row L - R

Stella Dziov, Bethany Thomson, Ky Rankin, Alexander Swanston, Maxwell Wartoto, Reagan Baillie,
Imogen Weatherstone

2nd Row L - R

Jaydan Barry, Protyoush Sarkar, Jason Nguyen, Matthew Smart, Kaelan Leszczewicz, Austin Walsh,
Jason Herrmann, GiaAn NguyenQuach
Front Row L - R

Wai Lo, Zakiya Brohman, Layna Stapleton, Gabrielle d’Hotman de Villiers, Ariana Stones, Maria
Wells, Sarah Wonnacott, Fauve Salleras, Rose Abrahams						

Absent

Anne Joehring
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YEAR 7

Back Row L - R

Georgia Clague, Kerensa Wood, Henrik Sørensen, Jason Song, Leah Snelling, Ulas Ucar, Nathan
Christensen, Larah Turnbull, Caitlin Allen							
4th Row L - R

Damien McLaren, Elios Ibanez-Hara, Daniel Statton, Kai Leishman, Emily Stone, Amy Jones, Ryan
Musumeci, Reshaun Anu, Sean O'Reilly, Matthew Elliott-Darlow					

3rd Row L - R

Paddy Hope, Jesse Roche, Holly White, Abbey Lane, Frances Gale, Xavier Hillier, Jaya McRobb,
Paloma Collins-Steele, Ella Greenwood, Noah Holzheimer, Thomas Hayward			

2nd Row L - R

Sidhanth Daniel, Raoul Dossous-Parris, Carlos Pereira, Harry Goodall, Eugene Critchley, Liam
Barnett, Jannis Daras, Thomas Ezard, Brant Clubb, Takeru Oguchi, Harrison Jackley-Hirsch, Jack
Parsonage				
Front Row L - R

Carissa Pyne, Rhea Halkidis, Kate Edmondson, Harriet Reeves, Mackenzie Stevens, Alexandra
Reid, Grace Abrahams, Brooke Marshall, Isabelle Ince, Giaan Tippet, Leila Bryceson		

Absent

Giselle Michalouych, Leiana Ogilvie, Ethan Pattison
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YEAR 8

Back Row L - R

Jahraan Sutherland, Wade Thomson, Matthew Ryan, Jaimie Steigmeier, Lachlan Adams, Louis
Bray, Gregory Critchley									
4th Row L - R

Jesse Stone, Taylah Steinhofer, Veronica Stocks, Tate Robinson, Xavier Whitfield
3rd Row L - R

Harry Bayliss, Stanley Liria, Nicholas Berther, Jamey Flockhart, Elliott Smyth, Jordi Salleras,
Campbell Osmond, Ezekiel O’Connor, Leo Kelly, Myles Britton, Emmanuel Yasi, Robin Grace, Eddie
Dziov, Ethan Lewis, William Bennetts
2nd Row L - R

Georgia Grail, Jessica Barker, Lily Watts, Estella Keable, Rose Belson, Emily Mock, Laura GammieJohnston, Lara Atfield, Tayla Hill, Lexie Timmins, Bella Bragg, Marajor Michael, Pia Van Den Ende
Solis, Myuri Gopalapillai, Hayley Graham, Jasmine Harpley
Front Row L - R

Ariah Salvestrin, Teale Blewitt, Daisy Colbridge, Samantha Johnson, Rebecca Robinson, Philippa
Taylor, Betsy Smith, Niamh Maguire, Astrid Grant, Heidi Overton, Hannah Reynolds, Elangi
Cuttance, Amber Robinson, Tamara Griffith, Siobhan Green
Absent

Sami McNabb, Milo Reyes-Collyer, Noor Sidhu, Brandon Spuler
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YEAR 9

Back Row L - R

Andrew Maccoll, Xavier Martin, Thea Sørensen, Ethan Wienert, Brecon Weatherstone, Jarrod
McLaren, Abbie Curtis, Dylan Stones, Max Davis							
4th Row L - R

Jai Schiller, Jasper Stone, Ben Musumeci, Joel Turnbull, Ethan Albrecht, Cameron McDonald,
Darwin Fritzsch, Robert Mason, Lochie Quigley, Jamie Fyfe, Kaleb Norris, Jesse Jorgensen, Joseph
Doyle			

3rd Row L - R

Maya Shepherd, Jacinta Kome, Ava Biram, Olivia McLean, Nadia Bingu Chiba, Krysta Arkinstall,
Aurelia Wood, Holly Brislan, Aleasha Vine-Leong, Chantelle O’Reilly, Chloe Stone, Stephanie Sekler
2nd Row L - R

Reese Pyne, Jinan Hassan, William Holt, Kyle Greenwood, Tanay Pandey, Steven Li, Jacob
Abrahams, Zachary O’Connor, Thomas Chen, Josh Magro Baker, Isaac Burton, Callum Wenck,
Joseph Ince			
Front Row L - R

Shermaine Kandiu, Maggie Auwi, Maegan Berther, Emily Collins, Karanjit Singh, Rachel DarasWells, Alice Reeves, Phoebe Gillen, Grace Matthews, Ziggi Norris, La Bella Carolan, Dana
Holzheimer				

Absent

Todd Cotterill, Joseph Selvey, Amy Statton, Diya Verma
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YEAR 10

Back Row L - R

Leo Roberts, Marcel Whitfield, Ryan Bell, Gregory Mock, Jack Edmondson, Michael Begg, Jett
Handel, Nathan Laurance, Samuel Smith, Ryan Phipps						
4th Row L - R

Tenielle Massey, Kiana Turnbull, Hannah Siegmann, Charlotte Middleton, Sam Williams, Ethan
Hayden, Alex Vilao, Riley Madder, Tahlia Middleton, Stephanie Tung-Yep, Willow Thomson, Jessie
Bourguignon				

3rd Row L - R

Nate Smyth, Jennifer Swaney, Mya Cuzzuol-Suliman, Jessica Overton, Faith Tippet, Lani Callister,
Katie Maguire, Tegan Wells, Vivian Millikan, Hayley Go Sam-Henry, Murray Colbridge		

2nd Row L - R

Brendan Leong, Sahnid Aslam, Kimberley Taylor, Shelby Drake-Nye, Joy Okereke, Krista-Lee Cone,
Rachael Mason, Olivia Roche, Xavier Manea, Mohak Sengupta					
Front Row L - R

Luna Ibanez- Hara, Atilia Mohd Azlan Shah, Hanae Miura, Claire Shead, Alexis Goodall, Kaycee
Saunders, Gabreille Bayliss, Phoebe Timmins, Imogen Oakes, Aoi Yamada, Immeldah Kandiu		

Absent

Jason Blee, Brent Mann, Hugh Stocks
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YEAR 11

Back Row L - R

Aiden Matthews, Max Telford, Thaine Wood, Fletcher Le Sueur, Luca Steinhofer, James Procter
4th Row L - R

Lawson Coye, Marcus Brand, Ethan Sowter, Harry McLean, Alex Barker, Ryan Chand, Luke London,
Leo Lin, Baely Flockhart							
3rd Row L - R

Cameron Bennetts, Jackson Budge, Matthew Roberston, Alexander Bennetts, Victor Huang, Alana
Hearn, Layla Parker, Lexie Hope, Ashleigh Begg, Jay Varnes, Owen Reynolds, Thomas Tung-Yep,
Thaqif Mohd Azlan Shah, Harry Pozzi		
2nd Row L - R

Alexandra Michalenko, India Rowbottom, Elle Molnar, Annelise Shepherd, Chloe Boothby, Kathleen
Laurance, Xander Gonzaga, Sam Tarutia, Paul Tatel, Lilly Curtis, Ella Goddard, Cara Wenck,
Imogen Casey, Abby Fowler, Grace Belson
Front Row L - R

Josephine Tomscoll, Jaimee Murray Hunt, Wendy Ma, Emiko Binst, Reilly Reese, Jasmine Trezise,
Tatiana Robati, Mariana Van Den Ende Solis, Aimee Christensen, Rachel O’Connor, Ella Reeves,
Harriet Doyle, Rebecca Evans, Manna Tsuchiya		
Absent

Kody Cotterill, Pokpy Hotthilath, Nixie Loukas, Alexandra McDonald, Shreya Ramesh Kumar, Liya
Tschopp, Chloe Van Brabant
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WHITE ROCK JUNIOR
Industrious, productive, engaging, supportive
and caring are just some of the qualities of
the White Rock Junior School community. The
culture we are nurturing at our lovely campus
is not something that just happens. Over the
last two years we have seen the partnerships
between all the stakeholders strengthen.
The staff simply do not just have a job. They are
invested into a profession that they are passionate
about. They develop relationships with the goal
of being as productive as possible in achieving
the best possible outcomes for those precious
children they are in charge of. We constantly see
this in the achievements of our students.
The families that trust us with their children
also invest into our community. It is easy to
talk about the support we have received. We
can rely on families to show up at functions to
help, bring along food to share, serve behind a
counter, improve our environment and be hands
on around the campus. We are always looking
at trying to improve areas whether it be in the
curriculum, resources or environment and the
support is outstanding. The connection between
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school and home is strong and the common
thread is that education is highly valued. No one
can ever take away a good education it is with
you for life.
The students at White Rock Junior are simply
awesome. They embrace the day knowing that
there will be challenges but also support if they
need it. Support from their families, teachers
and peers. The smiles that shine on their faces
brings heart felt joy to all. When new families
walk through our classrooms, deciding if they
want to invest in a TAS education, the first thing
they comment on is how well the students are
working in the classroom, how productive they
are and how well they get along. It is no wonder
we have the successes that we do.
On behalf of the White Rock Junior community
thank you to the families, staff and students on
another great year.

Mr Peter Gazzola
Head of Junior School – White Rock

TAS

Mrs Robson, Mrs Abraham, Mrs Aleti and Mrs Eggett
Trinitas 2019
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Hana-Sun
Indy

Celia
Dilshaan
Myna

Andrew
Ruzgar

Aarya
Ahmet
Noah

Sarina
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Bismarck

Ione

Mrs Rankin
TAS

High Fliers
PREP R

Madeliene
Kanu
Jesse

Lahara

Isaac
Vivaan
Ryan

Josh

Lewis

Irene

Mrs McCarthy
Trinitas 2019

Khloe

Benjamin

Absent- Bailey and Alice
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Mrs Whitehead

Addison

Hugh

Lachlan

Vidu

Sophie

Leo Seth

Benjamin

Seth

Shaylyn

Leo

Ava

Kazuma Lilian Thomas Aryan

Lizzie

Leonie

Archer

Leonie Nikita Shaylyn Ava Sophie
Ben Lachlan Aryan

Vidu Lizzie
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Lilian

Addison

Benjamin Thomas Ben Archer

Hugh

TAS

Nikita

2D
The Class with

Big Ideas

Trinitas 2019
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Eshaan & Noah

Yana & Dane

Jacob

Stella & Isabel

Caitlin & Zara

Imon & Cameron

Angelina

Nathan, Treyton &

Ari & Violet

Fletcher & Kobi

Lisa

Mitchell

Brodie

Jade, Cara & Ellie

Miss Patterson

Trinitas 2019

Violet

Rebecca

Griffin

Mrs Milligan
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Isabella Clague

Arawyn Ruellan

Rensuke Adachi

Abigail Barnes

Joel Paridaen

Annabel Stone

Oliver Gilbert

Muara Anu

Sebastiano Mocci

Jed O’Connor

Samson Jubi

Franklin Dennis

Manish Gururatsakul

Hugo Macdonald

WITH
Mr Long
Lucas Qu

Bobbi Collins-Steele

Sean Tokaplen

Tommy Li

Dean Coombs

Emily Hayward

4L

year 4 - Promoting
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Braith, Max, Sam, Joanna, Tegan, Mason, Audrey, Isla, Ben, Natalia, Tyson, Jesse, Ludo, Caitlyn, James, Lucas, Carleena, Arabella, Ruari, Taslyn,
Nathan, Lily and Ms Breen 2019
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ANDREW

BAILEY

ALYSSA

CHARLIE

THE REIDY
BUNCH
MAKYRE

GEORGIA

The Reidy
Bunch 6R
JACK

MATILDA

MAX

SETH

Trinitas 2019

KATIA

ANGELA

HARNOOR

NYLA

ALEX

HOLLY

RYAN

LIAM

MELODY

SORAYAH

McDAN

ETHAN
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VISUAL ART @ WRJ
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Caitlyn Y6

Aariyah Y4

Joshua Y2

Alana Y5

Bob Y3

Scarlett Y2

Melody Y6
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Leonie Y1

Bailey Prep
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This year, over 100 WRJ students participated in our WRJ ensembles: 3-6
Choir, P-2 Choir, Strings, Rock Bands, Beginner and Continuing Ukuleles.
We hope you had an opportunity to see these delightful children perform!

WRJ Music Memories
I hope you and your family have enjoyed our amazing music community
who have worked enthusiastically all year - Mrs Anna Long

Open Day Concert

Ukulele

Club Pr
eform

The unseen Music education happens in WRJ
Weekly Music lessons beginning with the Preparatory classes and is developmental through the
Junior School years to the end of Year 6. Music
classes at TAS teach the students the basic elements of music through singing, listening, playing
instruments, movement, using solfege, rhythm and
music theory!

e Club
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r
o
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r
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KEWARRA BEACH JUNIOR
Kewarra Beach Junior values
Entrepreneurship and Philanthropy
At Kewarra Beach Junior developing a sense of
entrepreneurship and philanthropy is encouraged
as part of our commitment to the Round Square
Program. Throughout the year, student leaders are
encouraged to initiate project proposals designed
to support a charity or address a need in the
school. Students help others by helping Anglicare
volunteers make tactile rugs to comfort residents of
aged care facilities and patients in local hospitals.
Weekly visits to Kewarra Aged Care bring comfort
and respite to high-care residents. Other students
fundraise for specific charities by supporting the
KBJ Friday Farmers’ Markets – and work together
to create stalls for Charities Fair and Christmas in
the Courtyard Markets. But for our students, this is
just the beginning.
Anna Mei Chang, author of Lean Impact, believes
that “Generosity must be paired with another virtue,
humility. This means switching our focus from
how much we give to whether we are making a
lasting impact. We also need to focus on delivering
significant impact, and not only for a tiny fraction of
those in need.”
Enter social entrepreneurship and innovation
education. In his book, The Next Generation, Tony
Ryan explores opportunities that are now available
to the roughly 35% of the world’s population under
20 years of age; known as Generation Z and
Generation Alpha, these children – our Kewarra
Beach Junior students - are maturing into adults in
a world that is safer, healthier, wealthier and more
productive than ever before. A world of possibility
awaits our children, and they will be the ones to
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shape the future for us all. Our job is to prepare
them for what lies ahead. They need an instinctual
adaptability, quick thinking and ease with change.
They need to be ready to take on whatever
challenges arise. Our schools and educators
need to be ready to adjust, adapt and minimise
the distance between classrooms and hot spots
of need across Australia and in other parts of the
world.
The time for social entrepreneurship and innovation
education is now. Teenagers are already an
entrepreneurial force across the globe and many
of them are focused on giving back. The youth of
today can see big world problems and can develop
business-based solutions to the challenges. They
understand that living in this age requires a degree
of social responsibility, big picture thinking and
planning.
Some of our Kewarra Beach Junior students will
take the opportunity to develop a wider global
perspective through participating in Round Square
conferences and projects at White Rock Senior. In
2018 our senior students travelled to the Himalayas
and in Term 4, a group attended the 2019 Round
Square Conference in Indore, India. Creating an
awareness of the needs of others is the first step
in building a better future and we are confident
that our Kewarra Beach Junior students will have
the mindset and skillset needed to join the social
entrepreneurs and philanthropists of tomorrow.

Mrs Mary Kershaw
Head of Junior School – Kewarra Beach
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How our kindy
garden has grown
Early Learning Centre
Kewarra Beach
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Jackson

Chase

Hudson

Barak

Prep L 2019

Alli

Hugo

Claire
Mrs Lade

Mrs Watters

and seadragons!

Ryota
Braxton

Gurtaj

Kai

Alexandra

Millie
Ryan
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Evan

Asha

Harry

Zika

Liam
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Jack
Joylene
McShane

Archie
C

Kellie Smart

Don

Ben

Clancy

Archie L
Alexandra

Sami

Ella

Annabelle
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Daniel
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Cooper
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MRS MAHONY

MAX

ARI

MITHELL

FLYNN

BRODIE

ISAAK
MAX

BENJAMIN

HARRISON

TYLER

ASTRID

ELEANOR
LAUREN
ARABELLA

WILLIAM

LUCAS

CHARLIE
LARA
ANJA
LUKE
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SIENNA

HANA
CARMEN
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Amelie Coll

Bailey Merchant

Nash Courtney

James Pereira

Jon Galea

Felicity Pyne

Ella Gibson

Rhys Stevens

Marcus Graf

Aidan Theron

George Kelly

Billy Thomas

Thomas King

Mimi Tickell

Poppy Loveridge

Mrs Calligaro

TAS

6L Legends

The Awesome Class of 2019
Ruby C, Sara , Grace , Ava H, Charlotte, Neave, Bibi, Jay, Jonah, Luke,
Alfie, Antonije, Zach, Harry, Joshua B ...
Page design by Ruby Colbridge

Trinitas 2019

The Best Teacher - Mr Lade
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VISUAL ART @ KBJ
KBJ ARTIST OF THE WEEK 2019
CELEBRATING OUR WORLD
SKY, LANDSCAPE, PEOPLE, PLACES, ANIMALS AND OCEAN

Barak David Stern

Harper O’Mahony

Jay Curtis

Sebastian Grillo

Felicity Pyne

Raffaela Fischer Figueroa

Roisin Liston

Mimi Tickell

Arabella Lulham
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Harrison Slack

Raphael Springell

Minchu Manjunath

Archie Carter

Asha Jones

Astrid Carter

Aidan Theron

Madeline Springell

Clancy Ross

Carla Wright

Caleb O’Leary

Carmen Matthews

Archie Loveridge
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KBJ Art in Action

Young Archies

Artists at Work

Trinitas 2019
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CAMPUS PHOTOS
KEWARRA
BEACH

WHITE
ROCK
Trinitas 2019
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AUTOGRAPHS
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TRINITY ANGLICAN SCHOOL
Mission Statement
Trinity Anglican School inspires young men and women to be the best they can be.
With a focus on Christian values and educational excellence, we develop individuals who
contribute to the global community.

School Prayer
Almighty and Everlasting God,
We pray for our school and all who teach and learn in it.
We thank you for the vision of our founders,
for the peaceful surroundings of our campuses
and for the beauty of your creation
in which each one of us can share day by day.
Help us to show love and concern for one another
as Christ has shown His love for us.
Enable us to grow in stature, knowledge and humility,
always looking to you as our source of all wisdom
and understanding.
We stand together firmly in the faith of Christ,
giving thanks for the past,
involving ourselves in the present
and looking forward to the future.
TEACH US TO OBSERVE ALL THINGS
through Jesus Christ Our Lord.
Amen

Coat-Of-Arms
The Paschal Lamb and the Crosses symbolise our
association with the Diocese of North Queensland. Both are
dominant features in the Diocesan coat-of-arms.
The Open Book symbolises the word of God and wisdom.
The Paschal Lamb symbolises sacrifice.
The artist has a triadic theme running through the design to
represent the Trinity - God the Father, God the Son and God
the Holy Spirit.
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Trinity Anglican School
Progress Road, White Rock
Poolwood Road, Kewarra Beach
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